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A.~

CULTURAL TRANSFORllATION
TRANSFOR}~TION

Landon E. Beyer

Knox Ccillege
Attempts at
a t articulating and instituting socially responsive programs

in art education are heartening and long overdue.

The work of the Caucus on

Social
Social Theory and Art Education.
Education, and the Bulletin as a reflection of the
issues dealt with
~ith by the caucus,
caucus. are laudatory and provocative.

further these efforts in this essay by:

I seek to

1) elaborating the. social context

within which schools function.
function, and detailing how the political, economic,
and ideological interests our educational system serves affect school policy, organizational structures within education, and school practice genericy.
gener-

ally; and 2) suggest how the arts may be an effective force in cbuntering
countering
the socially useful practices which schools embody.

By situating
situa ting the study

of the arts within the literature on schools as agents of social reproduction we may see more clearly both the problems and possibilities for education in the arts that is socially responsive, politically sensitive, and
ethically just
just..
Schools have historically been understood as central institutions
in helping further the major tenets of the liberal tradition upon which out
society was founded
founded..

From the inception of the common school system almost

150 year
yearss ago, and continuing through various reform efforts
efforts,, schools have

been thought of as central
central to the stability of our social system.

within

the liberal tradition, our educational sys
system
tem has been conceived as essentially meritocratic
meritocratic and politically neutral, while schools have been thought
to maximize human 90tent1al,
90tential, provide necessary and fitting socialization
experiences, create the conditions necessary for equality of opportunity.

I

promo~e

social mobility, and generally serve as an important cornerstone for
schools must respond, educational theories become shaped by the values of

enlightened par~icipation
participation in democratic institutions.

The value and place
the productive forces of society.

By remaining sensitive to the social con-

of the public school system in promoting and maintaining
ma i ntaining these liberal valtext within which educational policy and practice necessarily functions,
ues has not gone unnoticed
unnoticed..
the critically oriented research sfforts
efforts of such people as :Feinberg reYet increasingly this role of schools has been subject to critical
minded us of the continued need to treat historical and philosophical analyses
analysis and interpretation.

The major assumptions which inform our underas more than mere doctrines
doctrines..

When placed within a larger framework, such

standing of schools are continuing to be challenged from several quarters.
Historians such as Katz (1968, . ..1971),
1971), Greer (1972(, Karier (1975), and
Tyack (1974)
(1974),. have questioned the view that public
public,, universal schooling
was instituted to further the interests of the lower classes and poor, on
DO
the one hand
hand,, or the "good of all," on che other;
Dther; these scholars suggest instead that the creation of schools, their organizational patterns and strucstructure, cent~alization,
centralization, etc., progressed in such a way as to benefit disprodisproportionately those in positions of power in the wider society.

For
ror inin-

stance, the patterns of acculturation which the schools fostered has the effect of denying the validity of values, norms, and ideas expressed by minority cultural groups and of furthering the beliefs of, par~icularly,
particularly, white,
whice,
male, middle class Americans.

Again, there is considerable evidence that

schools were founded to protect the wealth and privileges of the advantaged at least as much as they were designed to
tD provide avenues for social
and economic improvement.
improvement .

In addition to such historical inquiry, philo-

sophers of education like Feinberg (1975) argue that an overt
Dvert or tacit
commitment to science, technology, and the demands of industrial capitalism
skewed the theories and programs of educators working within the liberal
tradition (e.g., Dewey) and affected their ideas concerning progress,
human nature,
nature. and equality.

Taking the demands of a growing.
growing, increasingly

industrialized, and divided labor force as facts of social life to which

philosophical investigations become insightful and illuminating (see, for
example. Feinberg, 1983).
example,
1983) .

I shall return to this point later in this essay.
essay_

Political economists like Bowles and Gintis
Giotis (1976) have presented fur
fur-ther evidence that schools are not in fact the meritocratlc
meritocrat1c institutions we
have assumed.

In particular, these authors have argued that the personality

and dispositional traits which schools sanction correspond to the "needs"
of a stratified,
stratified. hierarchical, unequal society such as ours.

The pervasive-

ness of a hidden curriculum (Jackson
(Jackson,, 1968) within our educational institutions, thus, is not to be seen as natural, inevitable
inevitable,, or even necessarily
justifiable, but ra
rather
t her as being compatible with the requirements of a
capitalist labor force.

In addition to the hidden curriculum, still other

writers have argued that the knowledge which schools convey-- both the form
and content of the overt · curr1cu1um-curr1culum-- is related tc the larger
l arger distribution
of wealth and social
social power (Apple, 1979; Young, 1971; Whitty 3nd
and Young,
Young.
1976; Bernstein, 1975).

Here it is argued that the question of whose knowknow-

ledge finds its way in
into
t o classrooms (and whose does not),
not). how it is organized
and distributed (by class, race?
race, and gender), what sorts of evaluative ac tivities are correlated with it (Apple and Beyer, 1983), and so on,
on. cannot
be answered apart from the larger patterns of distribution extant in society
generally.

Thinking about specific knowledge forms, and their distribution

isolated, politically neutral phenomena, is
in schools, as essentially isolated.
2

•
adequate
simply not adequa
te..
ponents of reproduc
le,, 1982; Willis, 1978
reproductt ion (App
(Apple
1978;; Everhart, 1983; Ap'ple
ARple

investigations
t o one central fact.
fact .
All of these investi
gations point to

Educational

and Weis, 1983; Beye
r, 1983).
Beyer,
1983) .

Within this expanded vers
ion of social reversion

prac tice at a varie
variety
patterns
policy and practice
t y of levels-- the organizational pa
tterns
production, t he role of ideology is· no
nott t o be located exclusively in
1n economic

in accord with which schools are governed
governed,, the hidden and overt-curricula
overt · cu rricula
patterns having t o do with the division of labor, so
cial mobility
social
mobility,, and the

they promote, the form in which knowled ge is transmitted, tthe
he ways in which
llike;
ike; instead cu
l tural processes and objects, fo
rms of consciousness,
cultural
forms
cons~iousness, and

these
very
historical
contemporary
the
se things are evaluated, and even the ver
y his
t orica l and con
t emporary
concre
te, day to day lived experiences are tto
o be seen as key element
concrete,
elementss in

within
compurposes they were designed to serve-- need to be situated wi
t hin the comunders
t anding the role of schools in
understanding
1n promoting social r eproduction .

In this

institutions.
a nd ideol
ideologies
which
comprise
plex nexus of processes, institut
i ons , and
ogies whi
ch compr
ise our
he art
ject for such critically oriented
way tthe
a r tss may become an important sub
subject
social system.

tion as an aut
autoIt is no longer sufficient to analyze eeduca
ducation
o-

,

investigations
investiga tions (Beyer,
(Beyer. 1979
1979,, 1981;

apolotical
domain..
momous, aabstracted,
bstracted, apolo
tica l domain

D~~ggio

and Useem, 1978; Williams, 1961,

design
Nor is it jjustifiable
us tifiable to des
ign
1977; Eagle
t on , 1976).
Eagleton,

policy,, programs , and curric
curricula
policy
ula which aare
r e indifferent to the social conLet us
int in some detail.
uS examine this important conceptual po
point

text within which schools exist
exist..

1n eeroding
have gone some way in
r oding the view that schools are meritocratic, a moral., culturally
moral
cultural ly fair institutions dedicated to upholding traditions
tradi tions of
freedom,
participation. and equality.
equali ty.
freed
om, democratic
democra tic participation,

Indeed the arguments and

s tudies generated by this growing body of critically
c ritically oriented research
r esearch on
schools indica
te that educational institutions operate
i ndicate
ope r ate so as to further patdominance,, exploitation,
stratification.
terns or dominance
exploita tion, and str
atifica t ion .

We may collectively
collec t ively

refer to this body of scholarship as concerned with the socially reproductive
repr oductive

rrole
ole of
o~ schools.
schools .

Cri-Cri

Analyses ssuch
outlined
uch as those outl
ined above

Two aspects
a spec ts of this
t his research
re search literature are of special
sp ecial in-

te rest when considering the possibility of a socially responsive art education.
education .
terest

First, ~he
ag~nts of social
sociul rethe literature on the role of schools as agents
re production has raised signif
significant
icant questions about the role of culture
cul t ure generally
eral ly in ideological
ideologica l domination.
domination .

While some 1nitial
initial studies (e
(e.g
. g .,
. , Bowles

s , 1976) focused
ocial reproduction,
and Ginti
Gintis,
focuse d on the economic parame
parametters
ers ooff ssocial
and hence tended ttoo generate analyses that were ove
rly mechanical and ecooverly
eco nomistic,
nomis ti c , more recent investigations have highlighted
highligh t ed the cultural com-

tical
rists have focus
ed in part on the means by which the central
tical theo
theorists
focused
central demands of the economy are furthered by school po
l icy and pr
actice .
policy
practice.

Fo~
For

exex-

ample, there is ample evidence that as students are hierarchically ordered,
diff er en t students are taught
t aught different norms, skills
different
skills,, and values-values -- often
he bas
is of race, social class , and gender
on tthe
on
basis
gender..

Further,
Further. these norms and

ski lls tend to embody the values required by these students' projected
proj ected rung
skills

on the labor
l abo r market.

e conIn this way schools help meet the needs of an econ-

amy
soc i alized body of employees.
omy for a stratified and partially socialized

Again, the

educa cional apparatus
a pparatus as a who
l e helps
help s to
t o furthe r tthe
he proliferation of vareducational
whole
chnical and administrative forms of knowledge that bolster the exious te
technical
pans i on of markets, help create new (and usually artificial)
ar t ificial) consumer needs,
pansion
maincain the division of labor,
inhelp maintain
labor , and promote technical innova tion co
to inOr to increase profit
prof it mar gins.
gins .
crease one's share of a market or

In sum,

pr omoting patterns
schools further the economic patterns of our system by promoting
cond i tions necessary for
fo r capital accumuwhich are aimed at 1) creating the conditions

4
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•
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ty of
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recognizing the
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bu tt often aC -

Sobbttt
~r tar$, 1927;
).
lIobbttt , 1918; Clart;lU.
19'17; and Snaddan,
Snadden, 1921
1921).

tt~a"'pt
.. Pt to
tn resht
r es ht and
lind tt tllns
~lIn~fotll'l.
fot 1!l, the ideoloj;ti
ideolo~ lcal,
""l, rcprodu
r.preduct
ct."
t" .. practic,,-a
prlletice" "f
nf

!!lust
!IIU~t be
ba pre~pacif1.d
prupllcifiotd,, bahavtorally
bahsvi orally oriantad,
or 1ll\tad , 3nd
and .ysce:l.1t
8ysct=t ic .

Inde.ad thb
Indeed
this

t" la .&[
_.
$. rOOll~.

....y
t urricul .... IIOr\(.
\rorl: is _st da.t
r ipe it "aly
re!erred
way of dotaa
doing curriculUIII
descript
vely refer
r .d

to as t he " fac
fac-·

is

intimatelY rnlat.d
elat.d co
to those id.olo8iclll
ideological

ao~t

,•

tory ""del"
~del " (Kliebard,
(Kl1ebar d, 1975).
1975) .

Arti~tic
Art i ~ t ic
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Th. dominan
domi"antt mod"l
modd to r

ex~p l.,
ex~ple,

Furthlr, thale
goals
Furth.t,
tbese a<nls

produc tion
aa.tbe t ic
tc appreciation,
ap prec i.ti on,
t ion and sasthet

hand, seem incompatible with the sort of
o f prespecification.
prespec i fication, linlinon the '· other hand.
ear thinking ., and technological emphases this mode
modell relies
r e lies on. t1

In count-

construction, appreciation.
appreciation,
ering such tendencies through the arts (in their construction.
f orms of
o f pedagogy and curand evaluation) we not only foster alternative forms
riculum, but we challenge a dominant cultural tendency which is related to
riculum.
social ly reproductive role of schools.
the socially

casThe arts, in altering our cas
-

inevitable,,
ual acceptance of such technological influences as natural or inevitable
may be useful in providing alternative forms of consciousness and patterns
of interaction that undermine such tendencies.

tole may refer to this dimenWe

to those cultural symbols
symbolS which seem
domination.

~ost
~ost

actively resistant to ideological
ideolo gi c al

We
~.Je need, in other words, to
t o help our students appreciate
apprecia te the

moral force of aesthetic objects, so they may become meaningful and useful
in opposing the dominant.
dominant, reproductive messages which schools communicate
communicate..
There are many ways to further this:

appreciating and evaluating contemporcontempor-

ary and historical works of art that are of social import and consequence;
creating
crea t ing works of art that respond to a variety of the most pressing concontemporary issues
i s sues and problems (social injustice in all its guises, the op-

sion of artistic programs as helping promote a socially responsive aesthetic

pression of women and minority populations in particular, the prospects for

through its embodiment of a different formal emphasis.

world peace,
peace , the dangers of nuclear holocaust, and so on);
on ) ; being increaSingly
increasingly

Second, we need also to rethink the content of our ef
efforts
f orts in art eduaestheti~ objects in this pr
ocess.
cation and the use of aesthetic
process.

done in
1n at least a couple
c ouple of ways.
ways .

This needs to be

e examine , t o begin with. the
We need to rreexamine,

philosophica
philosophicall and conceptual foundations
foundati ons upon which our understanding of
the arts, aesthetic
aes thetic experience, and aesthetic value rests.

We have become

sensitive to the possibilities for
f or working class, minority, and women's
wo~en's culc ultura l forms, as examples of alternative, resistant aesthetic experiences;
tural
ar..d analyzing more critically than we often do the "high arts" as these may
ar.d
uy
embody
emoody social and ideological sentiments
sentimen ts we might rather avoid.
~nat

I am urging is a politicization of culture in a way which may furf ur-

much too infatuated with a Presentational aesthetic which emphasizes sensory,

ther the emancipatory potential of aesthetic experience and artistic accivac~iv

formal, surface features
the i r other
fea tures of works of art, to the detriment of their

ity (Beyer, 1977).

aspects and meanings (see, for example, Broudy, 1972).

vulgar forms of Socialist Realism.
useful tool,
t ool , as for example in the more vulgar

from other
moral
o ther human interests,
inte rests, social concerns, and
Bnd moral
which en
s ures their continued icpotence.
ensures

We have divorced art
dile~as

in a way

We must articulate,
articulate. and help others

TItis does not entail reducing art to an instrumentally
TI1is

though. that unless we see the arts
I do mean to suggest, though,
a r ts as of potentiall y
art educaeeucaliberating benefit to real people in actual lived situations, and art

interpret and understand,
understand. an aesthetic theory that puts the arts in the cen-

tion as r.elated in one way or another to the larger social and ideological

ter of social conduct and ethical deliberation (Beyer, 1982).

purposes the school serves, we are apt to miss something important
impo~cant about

Moving from

such abstract, conceptual issues to the more immediate concerns of curri-

t heir value for education.
the arts and their

By remaining cognizant of the po-

culum making in the arts, a part of which necessitates giving legitimacy
legi timacy

litical. ideological, and soci
social
schooll
litical,
al elements of educational policy and schoo
pxactice, we may reorganize our efforts
effoxts at promoting progressive programs
practice,

in the aarts.
r ts .
8

It is in seeing the political value of the arts in schools--

their ability to ttransform
r ansform lived experience and the very facts of our social
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consciousness and existence-- that we may be
gin to remake both
bo th educational
begin
practice and social life
life..

Can we expect anything less of the arts, or

of ou rselves?
rselves ?

1,

Though I believe there is a basic incompatibility here between the domdominant model of curriculum making and aesthetic knowled
ge, this does not
knowledge,
mean that,
that. in practice,
practice. the two have not been combined. The fact that
aesthetic education programs
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fo r an extended discussion of this).
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WHAT IS THE MEANING OF "ART MEANS WORK" ?

( A CRITICAL RESPONSE TO THE A.I.M. STATEMENT)

WORK AS CRAFT AND WORK AS LABOR
L.>.30R

Ca t hy A. Brooks
Cathy

Work is purposeful action, guided by the
Work
t he intelligence.

Concordia University
Unive rsity

ah{ays
a1<..aY5 made things .
always done things to maintain themselves;
themselves ; they have always

Feldman's statement of values and commitment
commitment,, IIAre
"Art 1n the Mainstream"
Mains tream"

ahove creativity, self-expression and comOver and above

municati on, art is a type of work .
munication,
the beginning.

Thi s is what art has been from
This

This is what art
are is from ch
childhood
ildh ood to old age.

Through
Thr ough art, our students learn the meaning
mean i ng and joy of work--work

With the rise of the industrial economy
economy., work

value.

h i s critical analysis of work in the twentieth century.
century , Harry
In his

results in two meanings
meanin gs
Braverman (1974) shows that
tha~ this differentiation resules
of work:

work as craft and work as labor.
l a bor .

Work as craft is exemplified by the style of living
liv~~g of the selfself -

one' s ability.
ability , for
fo r its own sake.
sake, for the satissatisdone to the best of one's

proprietor in charge of the entire process of production,
production , e.g.
employed proprieeor

factio n of a job well done.
faction

t he lif
the
lifee of ehe
the artist, artisan, craftman.
craftman . farmer, tradesman.
tradesman, or pro-

There is a desperate
despe r ate need in our society

for a revival of the idea
i dea of good work.
work .

Work
Wo r k fo r personal fulfill -

fessional.
fesaional.

indiv iduals
Each of these individuals

~kes

a useful commodity t hat is

men t ; work for social re cognition; work for economic development.
ment;
deve l opment .

sold for its value to its purchaser.

Wor k is one of the noblest
nob lest expressions of the human spirit,
spirit. and art

cess of production are between individual makers,
le
makers. that is,
is. diff
diffeerent
rent peop
people

is the visible evidenc
evidencee of work carried to the highest possible levlev-

do different craft specialties.

el.

abou t productivity and workmans
hi p .
Today we hear much about
workmanship.

of those concepts have their roots in art.

Both

We are dedicated to the

proBy and large,
large. di visions in the pro-

On the other hand, there is work as labor, exemplified by the wagewa ge earner who sells his or her labor power for a period of time.
t ime.

In work as

idea that art is the best way for every young
youn g person to learn
l earn the

labor, the process of production is divided requiring the laborer t o

value
valu e of work.

ment
roent his or her intelligence and sensibility into separated mental or

What is
i s work?
wo rk ?
work?
wo rk?

Hha t, then, is "good work"?
work" ?
Hhat.

has beocme differentiated according ttoo its social and economic exchange

(1982a), reacquaints us with a crucial ideologica
ideo l ogica l concept , work.
Art means work.

Humans have

An d how is it that
And
t ha t art is called the best
bes t examp
example
l e of good

To seek the meaning
meanin g of work in other than dictionary definitions or

manual skills.

ff~ag~ ag 

Individual laborers
labo rers neither know of nor
no r control t he entire

produc tion process.
production
process .

Further, the process of production orders
or der s specific
sp ec ific

the artistic
ar tistic process (Day. 1982).
1982), we need to look at work as it exists

skills heirarchically; mental
menta l skills.
skills, such as designing o r managing, are

within social life.
life, 1n
in its con
contextual
textual relationship to o ther
the r meanings
meani ngs and

paid more than
t han are manual skills, such as assembly or
or ttyping.
yping .

values in everyday existence.
ex i stence.

1s
is a manual or mental laborer.
laborer, ehe
t he fragmen
fragmentation
tation of t he production process pro-
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Whether
tolhether one

hibit~
hlb1t~

the irldivtdual
i ndividual ffr~
r O!ll achieving
achLevi[lg that unifi ed intelligence
int el ligence and contro
~ontrol
l

logical

which typifies work
wo rk as craft.
~raft.
>lhieh

do~inance
do~nancQ

of

~ork

underatanding of tha
understanding
the Work Ethic.
Ethic .

Educational practic
ptactic .. 1uls
1uts il1storically,
ilistorically, der
d~Tived
ived its models of organizaorgani:ta-

ART AS WORK
WOIU(. AND
ANlJ ART AS PLAY

tion from
fro~ industrlal
industrial m8naSement
management practices (Masaw,
(Na~aw, 1979); so it i8 net
not sur~ur 

The A.1.M.
Th"
A.I.M. State%ent's
State~nt 's focus on art as vork
work reflects
reflec ts the desir
dasir .. to
t o imim-

prising
conc~pt of .,ork
wor k as
l abor is
is schooling
pris1ng that the concapt
aa labor
Ls evident 1s
schoolinS prac ti
ticces
es

(editor
(edi t or'' "s not.;
not ,,-; re
rafer
fer ttoo Beyer in this
thi~ 1S9U"
issue).
).

prove ' the current statua
atatus of art in tthe
he achool curriculum.
curr iculum .

The implicit
i mpl ici t fraS"""ntation
frag<llQntation

been
b~en

logic behind
bQhind behavioral
behaviora l and performance objectlveg
obje~tiveg..

as likely as othet
other

edu~ators
educator~

to rely on

th i~
thi~

Ar
Artt

For those
thos e "'hose
~hose everyday
everyd ay reality
real ~t y 1s
is a job Structured by WQrk
vork as
a s labor, even

edueator~ have
ha v~

th .. axpa
~xp"riQnce
t ience of .,ork
~or~ as eraft
craft (art)
(ar t ) takes place
p l a ce outside
outs1de of job

even while
~hl le their
thej~
model,, cven
modal

discourse and theory
th eory talk in t"nU
termS of .,ork
work as
a" craft.
c rai t .

It is th;]t
that contra-

taim:1ent sa .
taim:lent

Art is rult
nat work (aa
( aa labor); it ::rust
"",at b,,_aven
be-evan in ita
its S"na"
aenSQ of
The root.'!
roots of our economic, 50ci&1
~ocial and "thical
ethical reality
r e alit y

work
wo r k as craft-play.

1I think that
t ha t the notion
not ion of "sood
"good >lark"
work " pres.mt
pres a"t .."dd in the h.l.M.
A. LM. Sta
Stlltt ..",ent
",,,,, t

intrinsically designate a se
5,,~ondary
condary pla~e
place to culture (art)
(&re) in
i n tbe
the "n"t
"nat -

perpet uates thllt
perpetuates
that con
Lontr~diction.
t rAdic tion .

ural" order of things,
ura.I"

The A.I.H.
~.I.H. Stat
Stat~~ent
.. ment draws
dr~wa upon the
th e mi
middleddle-class
cla~s American belief
per 30n '~
?~rSOn's

nomic
nomi~ neeess1:ies.
necessi:1es.

moral
mo
ra l and Hocial
Mucial c0E31tme
cOE3itme nt
nt to gainf
Bainful
ul and

prooductivl!
pr
ductivl! ""ntribution
r.,mtribut1on ~ithin thil
th" >lorld
world of economic
e conomic e:<r_hlln
e~r.h .. ng".
g.. .

t~,

.,ithin
~ithin the spac
ap""".. of
at leisura
l .. i~ur .. tLoe
tLoQ pur~uits
purau its including hobbies
hobbi ..s and .. nt .. r~ -

diction bet~een
be tween pr~ctice
pr"ctice and
a nd rhetoric tth~t
hat T
r ~snt to
t o dra~ attention to here.
h .. re.

in the Work
Work Ethic _

Its devalued po~i
pOlll -

tion hall
ha~ reaulted
r eaulted from defining
definin~ art
IIrt aa oppo"ite
opposite to vork
work (work as labor).
l abor) .

of individUAL
i nd ividuAl inta
intQlillgerlce
ligence lnto
into bitK
bits of mind and body skills
s kills ccan
an be seen in
th~

as labor, and its connections
connQ~tions to the common
~ommon sense

Work sigllif::'es
sign1£::'es c;,e
t;-,e pru.a.:y
prUat7 of ..eeting

l!~e's
l!~e'~

eco-

Play signifies .,hat
what one
oue does for its own sake
suke and for

pleaaure and ia ""par
pla&aure
sap arat
atee from the
tha nacasaity
nece ssity of survival.
~urvlval.

Our comme n "ense
sense

The char
char-under s tanding of the secondllry
underatanding
secondary value of

c~ltura
c~ltur.

is ba"ed
ba8ed on the idaa
idR& of

..actar
c t Qr u[
ui .,ork
work is defined by this
thia ..ethical
thical eo~itment
co~itmen t as .,,,11
w.. l l as
a s in
In the styte
~ tytl!

the surplus of product ion; culture
culture Is
is produced .,hen
when the necessitie
ne~essitie s
a of
of 11,,1ng
livinS ..exeOlpl1fied
xemplt fied in the ac
a ctiv
tivity
ity called art.

Although ;lrt
art 15
is aa-

aoclat"d
sociated wi t h a~ model of ""rk
work as craft, in
t n the practice
prac tice of many puhlic
schoo l~,
~chools,

art 15
i s probably
probab ly closer
clo~er to the mcdel
model of ""rk
work as
0.5 l"bor.
labor .

The model of ""rk
work as
a s labor

d~inat~s
d~inatila

in comeon
cOmeOn sens
sen,,"@ understandin
und ~rst andi n~
~ 1n
In

a05t
most people'
people's" ev ery
~ryda
dayy life.
l ife, and in mOHt
mOHr ..educational
ducationa l practIce.
practlce.
fute thAt
that

~rt

exemplifies vcrk
exeClplifies
work as craft.
craft .

1 do not r e -

But I do reEute
ref uta th"
t h~ si",plistic
simplistic no-

t iun that W<:lrk
tiun
W<:l ,k ss
as eraft
cra f t serve"
se r ves an
~n "antido
"an t idote"
te" to 'lOrk
work a"
aM labor, .,hich
which the
t he
A. I.H . Stat"""nt
A.I.H.
State..ent Seem
sec", to imply
iMply .

'1'0
To 81mply
s i mply poait
posit ""'r ks as ",raft
craft as the
tha

answer to the
t he inad equacies
equaciea of work a ..a labor is to undercstll1l<1te
underestimn.te th
the.. ideo-
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•
•
•
•
•
•

lif.. have
hava be
beQn
.. n met and there
t here are still resourteS,
resources , tim
timee and human enetgy
ene tgy
left
hft !or
for someth
ao .. ething
ing more.
more .
hood :
hood:

We ar ...e tau3h
t.ucohet this id
ideo
.. ology
loSY from earliast
earl1":H c!lildc!ll1d -

"Fi r a t do your "work
play ."
"First
ork,, then you can pl"y."

The social
s ocial implications of this organitation
organi~ation of human
buman ac
IIc t ivity ar
are..
~nse.

The heirarchical relationships of work and play, or e.conomic
economic

value and cultural
cultur al valu
value,
... tra ns1at
nalata.. into patterns of social organization
organizat10n
and cultur
al dominance.
d~ ina nca.
cultural

Groups who are
a ble to ac!l1eve
ac!li eve maatary
ecOarR able
~at.ry ov .. r "co-

nomic neceaaity
neceaa ity are
ar e tho"e
those wno
who are
ar e mor e lik
l i ke.. ly to engag
engagee in culturel
cultura l activity .

Th," ",Or"
mOra one '"
' s lif
e is
i s free from economic necesaity,
neC,"8sity, tha
the "are
"orQ on
one.. is
is
The
life

f r .... to engage !n tholle
those actiVities
Activities .,hich
wh i ch ar .. playfuL
playful.

In turn
tu rn,, t:'e
the. educ"cion
educ a tion

of different cclasses
l asses ref
lects the extent to which their
reflects
their lifestyle is seen
expendable.
ttheory
heory seemS
seems expendab
l e.

Economic necessity c omes first and culture comes

necessity)
to be devoted to work activity (meeting
(mee ting economic nece
ss ity) or play (cul(cu l s econd in that
t hat "natural" order of common sense understanding
second
understanding..

And in times

tural activity).
activity) .
deci sions between those groups who can afford art as
such as these, the decisions
Cer tain aesthe tic theories, ego Schiller
Schi l ler's,
aes thetic
Certain
' s, define art and aesthetic
play and tthose
hos e who cannot,
cannot. become mo
more
re rigidly drawn.
experience as play
s tin gui sh ed from work (Hein, 1968).
play,, as di
distinguished

Such theories

PERPETUATING O
LD CONTRADICTIONS
OLD
view
activity
typically vi
ew aesthetic experience as activi
ty for its own sake, pleasureable
i n and of
o f itself.
i tse l f.
a ble in

~ith
inadequacy
The problem wi
t h such a theory is its inadequac
y

to account for the social and economic privileges that enable a lifestyl
lifestylee
focused
focu sed upon aesthetic
ae sthet ic experience.

Aesthetic
Aes thetic experience
exper ience seen as play tend
tendss

to exclude aesthetic experience
expe rience related ttoo a lifestyle
l ifes t yle concerned wi
with
th meetmeet ing economic necessity.

As the basis for art
a r t education, aesthetic play

demonstrated
problematic
theories have demons
trated their problemat
i c nature:

in schools where so-

cial and economic conditlQus
cond itlQns are adequate, art as pl ay is permitted
permitted..

But

it is no t surprising that art
ar t as pl
ay is cons
ide red useless and even imimplay
considered
pertinent to those gr
groups
oups whose lives are mo
more
re closely tied to a laboring
existence.

Art as play may be a fine model for
fo r those grou
grouppss who are able

t o achieve
acbieve tthe
from
necessity,
but it can also
he required distance fr
om econOmic
economic necessi
t y, but
a lso
be a theo=y that effectively di senfr
senfranchises
~ho ar
aree unable to
anchises those groups who

~ork

vidua
viduall arts.
arts .

serves both che
he ec
onomy." are imbedded the ideological
the individual and tthe
economy."
discussed
dilemma of craft and labor that has been di
scuss ed above.

- play division is also manifes
manifestt in the heirarchy of the ind
indiiCrafts are placed at the bottom and the fin
finee art
artss at the top:

tho
those
se arts mo
more
re close
closely
ly related to practical needs ar
aree c onsidered less
aesthetically valuable
obj ects whose
c l osely
va luable than those objects
~hose function is more closely
ated
contemplation,
purely
rrel
e l at
ed to contemp
lation, pure
ly aesthetic pleasure, and other
o ther activities
that require a situation far removed from
f rom survival concerns.

As times have

become less prosperous, it
i t is no wonder that
t hat art education based on a play

Here is the same

contradiction that has existed in art instruction since it was first incrointroduced into
iuto the public school curriculum more
mo re than a centur
century
y ago.

The A.I.M.

Statement sees wor
~ork
k as "done ttoo the bes
bestt of one'
one I s ability.
ability, for its own sake,
for the satisfaction of a job well
..• for personal fulfillment."
well done ...
But it also seeks work as "for social recog:l.ition"
recog::.ition" a::ld
a~d for "economic develdevelopment",
opment ", and for "serving tthe
he goals of p-c
productivi
oductivi t y and 'Wor~nship
workmanshi p that are
lamentedly lacking
l a cking in current
cu rren t industrial circumstances."

As the society and

political economy are now organized,
or ganized, I find it impossible to imagine how
we can expect
expec t all individuals co
to have equal access ttoo work that
t ha t offers perperdevelopment .
sonal development.

achieve that distance
dis tance .
The

A.I.M.·s praises of "workmanship and producti..,ity" and "good york chat
that
In A.I.M.'s

education ,
That ideal
i dea l has been invoked before in a=t
a= t education,

in the persuasive rhetoric that brought art - as manual training - into the
public schoo
schools
ls of the late nineteenth century.

Educacional
Educational leaders-cumleaders - cum-

bus inessmen of that time saw art as a way of disciplining and
a nd training a
skil led 'Workforce
labo rers.
skilled
workforce of industrial laborers.

Their rromantic
omantic rhet
oric empharhetoric

sized the fostering of a generation of ethical,
e thical, disciplined,
disciplined. selfself-reliant
reliant
artisans.
a rt is ans.

fi r st
In practice their
the i r approach
app-coach to education resulted in the first

generations
generat ions of increasingly specialized, dependent wage earners-cum-consumers.

nostalgic
It is dissapointing and alarming to see Feldman's no
s tal gic invo-
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cation of those past goals as a model for today's art education.

Feldman

~y

exposed and

critical reflection prodded that II am most appreciative.

had admitted elsewhere that his ideas derive from those of such early industrial-age romantics as John Ruskin (1982b).

But I would remind Feldman

REFERENCES
that the historical, social and class circumstances of Ruskin's prescriptions
Braverman, H.
may not pertain to those of this post-industrial age.

Labor and Honopoly Capital.

Ne~...

York:

Monthly Review

We must consider
Press.

Ruskin's ideas within the social and class context that afforded hin a
Day, M.
lifestyle of relative comfort and freedom from ecomonic necessity.

Art means work.

That

qualification extends to the ideas and projects of Ruskin's followers, such

Feldman. E.E.

Their experiments in

trying to combine the ideals of work as craft with commercial success in
an economy based on work as labor ended in failure.

The fine materials and

workmanship and the stylistic characteristics of their aesthetic, were
attractive to and affordable for only a small group cf upper-class clie~tele.
Our society is at a different social and historica1--moment.
historical--moment.

To sim-

Art in the mainstream:

,
Feldoan, E.3.
Rein,
nein, Eilde.

to Ralph Smith.
A reply co
Smich.

Nasaw, D.

Schooled to Order:

1982 b, 35(5), 20-22.

Journal of Aesthetics
Aesthe~ics and Art

the United States.

A Social History of Public Schooling in

New York:

Oxford University Press, 1979.

We

cannot afford to follow a romanticized model of an idyllic world that imaThe challenge be-

fore us is to find -; and then develop-.practices from, a meaning of good work
that realistically considers the social and economic structure - and the
ideological dynamic - in which art education functions today.
The A.I.M. Statement's
SLatement's endorsement of good work is significant; not
as a guide that
thaL shows us a clear direction to follow, but for its manifestation of Lhe
the social and economic contradictions that must be critically
addressed if we are to forge a path toward realistic and effective art
education for this society.

cc~~t-

Criticiso, Fall 1968, 26(1), 67-71.

heart-felt commitment - is not going to provide us with a realistic under-

gines everyone can achieve the ideal of work as craft.

Art Education,
~~~-~t-=E~d~u~c=a~t~i~o~n,

?lay
Playas
as an aesthetic
aesthecic concept.

ply reiterate a simplistic myth of the early industrial age - even with

standing of the social and economic context of art education today.

a statement or value and

Art Education, 1982 a, 11(2), 4-5.

~ent.

as Willam Morris, and in America, Gustav Stickley.

Art Education, 1982, 35(5), 7-9.

It is that these contradictions have been
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AESTHETICC DISCOURSE (CAD): ORIGINS.
ORIGINS,
THE CULTURE OF AESTHETI
CONTRADICTIONS. AND IMPLICATIONS

cons
titutes artisti
esponse.
constitutes
artisticc creation and rresponse.
The purpose of this paper is ttoo examine the value system art educa-

Hamblen
Karen A. Hamb
len

tors may be inculcating through the introduction of art criticism.

California
University
Califo
rnia State Un
i vers ity

The

thesis will be developed that art cri
ticism originated in respon
se to the
criticism
response
comprising
l anguage
comArt has long been accepted as compris
i ng a visual langua
ge that com-

characteristics of
o f modern fine art.

Modern fine art,
art. in turn.
turn, is embedded

munica
tess cultural values and qualitative mean ings through its subj
subject
municate
ect

within the value system of Wes tern modernity in which there is a reliance
matter, functions
listic characteristics.
function s ., and sty
s tylistic

However.
However . not
no t until this
th is

on expert knowledge and a positive value 1s
is given to the acquisition of
century has visual
l anguage system of
visua l art also been considered as
a s a language
o f signs

abstract language skills.
evaluation .
and symbols amenab le to systematic verbal analysis
anal ys i s and evaluation.

and artalytical
arlalyt1cal skills are,
a re, in Western societies, a form of cultural capi -

sistent
development., in r ecent year
yearss art educators
increassis
t en t with this development
educator s have inc
r eas -

tal.

ingly
ingl y proposed that art instruction include various art criticism
c ritici sm activiac tivities (Johansen. 1982).

cal. verbal abilities
cal,
abilities,, and art is considered inacceSSible
inaccessible to those without

art
positive
ucation
a rt criticism
critic i sm to be a3 posit
ive development for the field of art
a r t eeucation

such skills.

- needed counterbalance to
inasmuch as it
i t offers a much
much-needed
t o the now-predominant

self-referent. abstract knovledge;
c lass
value orientations toward self-referent,
knowledge; ~ith a class
posseSSion of analytical,
analytical. verbal
ve r bal skills; and with
structure based on the possession

art instruction will need to have a strong
s trong verbal component that will renren-

cultura l capieal
capital that consists of specialized knowledge applied to ccri
cultural
r i ti-

der it fairly compa
tibll e with the goals and instructional
compatib
inst ructional methodologies of

cal discourse.

Art criticism
critic i s m meets
meet s this requirement
requireme nt in that it depends

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
PERSPECTI VE ON ART CRITICISM

on a specialized
s pecialized language
langua ge code
co de requiring formal instruction.

fo r art criticism can be traced to the
The source and even the need for

However. behind this
th is author's optimism is the realization
r ealization that this
th i s

inception of modern fine art during the early part of this century.

new focus on art
a r t criticism
critic i s m may prove
pr ove to be a mixed
mLxed educational blessing.
bless ing .

}mdern fine art. often nonobjective or
o r displaying
display ing varying
varyi ng degrees of
Hodern

Stepping into
i nt o the mainstream of education
educat ion cannot be done without
wi thout incurring
certain
-offs
cer ta in dangers and
a nd possible
pos s ible trade
trade-o
f fs .
i.s.---not
is-not . a value-neutral activity
ac tivit y..

Assuming
Assumin g the role
r ole of art
a rt critic
c ritic

Formal
Formal talk about ar
artt among
a mong experts is
is

--sstructured
truc t ur ed according to prescribed rules;
rules ; it is based on
on a particular type

/'

of art historical
hi s torical knowledge and on
on specific assumptions as to
t o what
what

22

paper. art criticism is not
no t dis In other words, in this paper,

cussed as an activity
activity,, but r aathe
therr as a social institution with positive

Moreover,
Mor eover. if
i f art
a rt education is
i s to be in the

educational
educ3tional mainstream and to have an equal
equa l share of the budgetary
bud ge tary pie,
pie.

general
genera l education
education..

ure
By participating in art criticism.
criticism, one becomes part of the Cult
Culture

Aes thetic Discourse (CAD) where
in class status is measured by analytiof Aesthetic
wherein
analyti-

This author personally considers an interest
i nteres t in

emphas
is on studio production.
emphasis

It will be proposed that art critical knowledge

ConCon-

abstraction,
abstraction . was created, in part, as a reaction against the excesses of

•..
-

Victo r ian art.
Victorian

The official art of the Academies often depicted obscure

len ~ thy titles and
classical myths or historical events that required lengthy

23

verbose explanations in exhibition brochures (Rookmaaker, 1970, pp . .18-59).
.')8-59).

not altogether facetiously, prophesized that soon paintings would be the

It appeared to some artists that an art style without an overt subject

size of postage stamps and would require an accompanying display expla-

matter requiring special background knowledge could appeal to and be

nation the size of a normal painting.

understood by all segments of the population.

tic styles consisted of a series of visual philosophical treatises on the

A so-called strictly visual

By the mid-twentieth century. artis-

art would allow for a free play of cognitive powers and be amenable to the

nature of art, wherein a meta-dialogue among the formal qualities of art

universal structuring principles of the mind--or so the reasoning went

was carried out on the surface of the canvas.

(Jaffe, 1965, pp. 137-139; Kandinsky, 1912/1947; Segy, 1967, pp. 421-428).

ate puns, and optical games were developed through a plethora of rapidly

Ironically, the democratic ideal of an art which would not require Or call

changing styles which served to problematize the philosophical parameters

forth associations contained the seeds of its own circumvention.

As art

of visual meaning.

Visual ambiguities, elabor-

"This is another way of saying that art has. become

became more separated from specific contexts and associations, it became

part of 'language':

more an object of study rather than an object of experience--and the more

ficulty in detaching the work from meanings of a literary and theoretical

it required verbal explanations to be understood.

order" (Rosenberg, 1966. p. _198).

The twentieth century dependence on art criticism for artistic
understanding is perhaps too easily attributed to abstraction alone.
Modern fine art lost not only the mimetic image but also, more fundamentally, it lost symbolic associations.

Art ostensibly no longer pointed

it is a writing of sorts; and there is a growing dif-

Ironically, academic literary qualities

in nineteenth century art and theoretical self-reference in twentieth century art have met full circle in their dependence on "the word."
There is also another irony which most succinctly told the general
public that art had become the province of the art specialist:

the art

beyond itself to life experiences nor was it part of social functions and

critical explanations themselves were often not easily understood.

daily usage.

obfuscation of meaning in modern fine art, both in its visual presentation

Rather, art was to be about itself; art was created for

The

art's sake in order to explore its material qualities, and it was within

and in subsequent written analyses, needs to be understood as symptomatic

those qualities that meaning resided.

of Western value orientations (Hamblen, 1983).

It was this artistic self-reference

In the official institu-

that the art critic attempted to examine, explain, and evaluate for an

tions of modern society and of modern fine art one find positive value

hostile, public (Hamblen, 1983).
often bewildered, if not hostile.

orientations toward self-reference, theorization, artificial language

Over the decades since the inception of modern abstract art, the

codes, reflexive discourse, and abstract knowledge modalities, which, in

bewilderment has, if anything, increased for much of the population, and

total, are supportive of a reliance on expert knowledge.

the need for explanations and evaluations has escalated even among those

of modern fine art and art criticism represents essentially a closed shop

within the art world.

In an essay titled "The Painted Word," Wolfe (1975),

24

comprised of museum curators,

acade~ics,
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The institution

artists, buyers, historians, and

critics.
critics.

These specialists have the art knowledge
kno~ledge and language skills to
a specific arena of social interaction.

Participation

~ithin

the CAD

participa
te in what this author terms the Culture of Aesthet
i c Discourse
participate
Aesthetic
alloYS one entry into the world of codern art and to
allows
(CAD).
(CAD) .

exerc~se

a certain

Within the larger
l arger scope of mod
ern society, they are members of
modern
amount of pow~r
power and control within that area.

Incomes may acc=ue
accrue or the

1965), i.e
the New Class (Calbraith,
(Cal brai th. 1965).
i . e ..•, intellectuals who are engaged in
rewards may be increased social status and personal satisfac:ion.
satisfaction.
a meta-knowledge
me t a-knowledge discourse carried out within the parameters of selfselfreferent,
ref
erent. discipline-specific language codes
codes..

t oward
owa rd art,
a rt. i.e.,
i.e •• the continual need to examine and discuss,
discuss. ttoo analyze
modernityy and indicates membership
and evaluate, has its rroots
oo ts in Western modernit

appr~ciation
The appreciation

of art has become heavily dependent
dependen t on learned perceptual conventions and
acd
specialized

~.owledge

about art.

instances, it yould
Moreover, in many instances.

appear that these dependencies have ac:ually been cultivated.

Class..
in the New Class

Bell

C~9
74)
(~974)

.suggests
suggests that
that. incomprehensibility has become "a prime social asset in a

CULTURAL CAPITAL IN THE NE~'"
NEH' CLASS

While the Old Class of the nineteenth century depended on the accumut angible goods for their capital.
capital, the New Class possesses edulation of tangible
cational credentials
c reden tial s and abstract knowledge skills (Barzun.
(Barzun, 1959,
1959 , pp. 730).

CAD, however, does not come easily.
Entry into the CAD.

The analytical s tance

Cri tiGou ldner (1979)
(197 9) has described the New Class as the Culture of Crit
i-

work of art" (p. 42).

A class struc:ure
struc:u:-e has been created in the art
art. Yorld,
world,

yith entry and i?artici?ation
with
participation dependent on aesthetic capital.
t~e~
the~

"Capital

is inherently an advantage; those having it are secured gratifications

p . 25)
25)..
denied :to0 those lacking it
itllll (Gouldner, p.
Much art cri!ic!sm
c=i~ic!sm has been formalistic,
formalis tic. dealing with such

cal Discourse (CCD) wherein members as diverse as ci t y planners, teachers,
journalists. sociologists,
journalists,
sociologis ts, film reviewers. and socia l workers have in

as

common the posseSSion
possession of discipline-specific skills applied in re
reflexive
f lexive

whe~her the edge of a painting is the existential limits of a defined
or whether

discourse.

process and so on.

socialization. disciplineTransmitted through education and socialization,

~het~er

paint is on

~tte=s

t~e

canvas or a separate entity from the surface,

Such concerns are.
are, to say the least, esoteric and

specific verbal skills are a commodity, the possession of which, accord-

specific to art itself.

ing to Gouldner, provides access to incomes.

very
perceived,
ve~ building blocks of the physical world
~orld and are contL,uously
concL,uously perce!ved,

The Culture of Aesthetic
Aes thetic Discourse (CAD) discussed in this paper can
be considered as a specific language community within the ceD.
CCD.

Unlike

Although the abstract elements
element.s of design are the

man1?ulated, and experienced in nonart.
nonart contexts, art criticism tends to
mani?ulated.
delegitimate such life experience associations.
fo~s

Art criticism as a speech

community

access t o power and to the control
con t~ol that power gives rather than
t han incomes,

its structural cues from symbolic logic
logic,, linguistics,
l inguistics, philosophy, and

per se.

physics (Re ichardt, 1974, p.
p . 43).

In other words, certain types of knowledge, skills, and developed

abilities are a form of capital in that they allow one t o gain access to
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note how

its
i t.s own self-referent legitimation in a

gr~Ar

Gouldner.
Gouldner, this author.
author, however,
however. suggests that art critical skills provide

artisti~
art.ist.i~

that takes

tn
he following excerpt,
In tthe
excerpt. one might

choices and meanings are limited to the art world.

!n
In

•

tilt8 cll
thla
<!.1l:JJllple.,
..... ph_, th"
tit .. :oocial
~ocial rol"
role of art
a rc IIn.t
IIntI its fun
fUnr.lional
clional :Dellning8--thos\'!
....1"'lnll.-th09<!.
very
vary nape.cta
a$p~ces which are
are. ralldl1
ra~11y
y

acc~s~ib lc
acce.lI~ib1e

j:anc
gtantad
.. d fitness of
ot

fo~,,
fo~

th<!.
t~e ~
pilaaaure,
eaaures of usa,e,
uSllle, and II.a

c~ltutallY
c~ltu~ally IIn4
und~:
.. : -

[0
to brOlld-base~
brolld-base.d undHtatanding
und~r8tanding __
__

a:ood
II tood silni!ieaoea
slan!§lcanca of ceaning co:p
ta:p t isad
i SlI.d a3. culture's knowladge
kno ... l .. dge of art.
ar:.
at.
ara not dlacu.ied.
discu~~ed.
Th .. distinction
S[e.lh'.
aubse'l. .. aot rrcjec~ion
e jection or
inte:rprlttation
St~llll'a 8ubsequent
uf the.
t he l1t_ralbt
11t.r81i~t interpr
.. tation

hie early
aa r ly paintinll
painting i,.
i~ conaiwtant
COnsiNe .. nt with hi.
hla shaped eulor
of hia
color com-

~aads
~aeds

to bbe..

~4e ~e:ween
~e~een
~de

El

~owlQdI.
the """edance
II.rperiance of are,
arc . and th"
tha twent
ia t h century
ktlowl~I" ~ art, i.e.
i.'I:.,, tha
~.. nt1ath

knowl"dSe
knowladse about
abou t art, 1.e.,
i.e., t alk about
ab ouc art.
positiun.
a ft e. .. 1961o.
1964.
po
.. itiona after

.tar
s
tartin~
tin~ in 1967, snd
lind have
hav<!. sinca
ainca

bec~
bacoooa -Ore
-or<!. .1nd
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Going
G
oing back ttoo the Lowenfeld era,
evenn t o the
og r essive
era , or perh aps eve
t he Pr
Prog
ess ive

more

Education period , Art Education has had a missionary frame of mind.

first
Growth
fi
rst chapter
cha pter of Creative
Crea tive and Mental Gr
owth by Lowenfeld rreminds
emind s me of an
espi
tle by St.
St . Paul.
espitle

Both. are f ervent, ideologicsl,
id eological, snd
chari sma tic .
and charismatic

Like

'1.'0 cham
mastered ra
ther than a de'/elopce
ntal pro '!'o
them art is a subject to
t o be mastered
rather
deo/elopoental

cess but they divide over just
4) Marxists:

Paul, Lowenfeld used bold language, reprimanded sinner
.e. teachers
or
sinnerss (i
(i.e.
teacher s or
parents who interfered wit
withh tthe
he child'
child ' s natu
natural
ral development),
devel opment), exhorted the

faithful
fai
thful (i. e. art
ar t teachers)

,

and
a nd , most importantly, won converts.
conver t s.

Paul

and the evangelists
evangel ists envis
envisioned
Lowen f eld
i oned the Kingdom of Heaven on earth,
ea rth, Lowenfeld

around,
Today, though ther e is still
still a lot
lo t of it ar
ound , creativity / selfsel fLowenfeld '' s fo l llowing
owing

of the :ield.
: ie ld.

.l..l l t3.eY-.l"uaed
is a pr
ogram..
.Ul
t3eY'·l'uaed 1s
program

As can be seen even
art

e~ucation

list,
this incomplete list.

t~e

i ntellectual side of
intellectual

Moreover.
Mo reover, after
afeer close
clos e study,
seudy, it bebe-

comes apparent that the pluralism has to do wi
with
th goals and fundamental
Eundamental prenot jjust
ust approaches or
or methods.

a philosophical center.

!n
In other words,

ar~

education lacks

Conflicting positions of this nature ttend
end to c anc el

•- out one another
anothe!' making all positions--good or
o r -bad-~i:lco:be
·bad-~i:;"l.cobert:ent.
ent.

some idea of the diversity of tthinking
hinki ng that exists in art education t oda
oday:
y:

osophical writings of Husserl
Hus se rl
steeped in the ph i l osophical

i~

today is pluralistic.

ideo l og ists).
(and ideologists).

phenomenologists :
1) phenomenologists:

PcPo-

tentially, they could become the left-wing activists--the new missionaries --

~ises,

range bei
being
ng limited by the author's
author ' s own limited knowledge) but it will give

tha~ subject is.
ths:

steeped
criticism tthese
justt
st
eeped in Marxist art criticism
he se peop le are jus

number of
has been extended, modified
modifi ed or repudiated by a number
of new
new ideologies
ideologies
The listing
l ist ing below
below is
i s ce
c ertainly
rtainly not exhaustive (its

~hat

intellectual
understand)) as the ?henomenologists.
phenomenologists.
as intellect
ual (and
( and hard t o understand

and
f ol lowers envisioned
envis ioned a utop i a of creativi
a nd his followers
creativity
self-expression.
t y and se
l f - exp ression.

expression utopianism
ut opianism no l onger dominates the field.
f i eld.

in cagnition
rowth or
ca gni tion than
t han in ??ersonality
ersonalit y g
growth
o r mental health
hea lth..

inte~ested
in~er
es ted

The

If in the 50s there was the problem of rhetorica
rhetoricall overload
ove r load it was at

least confined
belie! in the value of creativity/
creativity/self
conf ined to one channel--a belief
self

and Merleau-Ponty, thes
thesee people are usually just as utopian as Lowenfeld

ex?ression.
e~?ression.

bu t ten times harde
harderr to read
read..

course, is rhetorical chaos,
chaos , a state of entropy in
i n which workaole
wor kable solusol u-

Al so, not being as committed to creativity
cr eat ivi t y

as Lowenfeld, phenomenologists are apt tto
o have children explore the ssubub-

tions are

jective
ject
ive and objective
obj ective aspects
asp ects of experience by llooking
ooking at rather than
I!I3king
making art
art..

the overload flows

1~disti~guishable
i~disti~guishable

Getting
Getting back
bac k to An[:

t~rough

many channels.

The result, of

fr
om nonsense.
from
I recognize that
t hat the statement, as it appears in
in

che
sinp11fied
ied to be a complete philosophical pOSition,
t he Journal, is far too sinplif

2) brain-hemisphere
brain-hem isphere theorists:

these advocates stru
strugggle
gle heroically
herOically

to find a physiological jus
justification
ti fica tion for art
a rt.
0

Like Lowenfeld,
Lowenfeld : ',, brain theo
theorr-

let alone a program.

er).
er ) .

child, but their
t heir theories are based in med'cal
med 'cal
~
sc i ence rather than psypsy-

jure.

chology .

!I would llike
i ke to see it adopted de facto by the field as well as de

However, I'm only
onl y one art educator
educato r and my opinion probably repre-

sents tthe
he minority.
minority,

unlike
unl
ike the rest,
re st , the se
s e people are gener
generally
a lly
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But, allowing for its journalistic brevity, I per
per--

sonally approve of
o r AIM as a position ( for reasons that ! shall explain lat
l~t --

ists seek to demonstrate that art 'n
'~ n school is necessary
necess ary for the whole
whol e

3) . aesthetic educators:

~ow

If I were a phenomenologis~
phenomenologist I would
yould rejec
rejectt AIM
A~ be-

cause, as an art program, it does not sufficiently provide for the experexper•
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iential
ienetal realities of the child; it stresses the cogni
cognittive
ive at the expense

.. cericy, its cone 0:
bur:r: not necessaro"f its ?ucative si
siucerit7,
0: advocacy, its cham, Qu

of the child's
child ' s affective
a ffec tive life.

i.Iy
ily because of what it
it: really :neans,
~eans, especially
espe~ially for the practice of art
a rt

If I were a brain theorist t wou
would
l d agree

in part with the phenomenologist but would express my position
posit i on 1n medical

education.
~nat does
wnat

language claiming that the AI1(
AI11 program favors the left
l ef t hemisphere and
slights the right.

If I were a Marxist I would probab l y condemn

AI~

as a

A~ ~ean?
~ean 1

Negatively:

utop ian
it means putting aside utopian

rhetoric,
rhet
oric , past or present, about how art in the schools will

~a~e
~ake

bornborn-

toll of a conservative educational establishment which in turn 1s
is a tool

again, creative, right
ri ght hemisphe
ric children of light.
hemispheric

society .
of an essentially corrupt, capitalistic society.

Qentsl health,
healch, emotional growth, and personality development as being pripri Qenta!

I would use the language

It means abandoning

of political=economis
political=economistt rather than that of the existentialist or neuro-

mary foci and goals of art education.

surgeon.

less studio
s tudio activity in the classroom, 1n
in particular,
particular , no ffiore studiO
s~udio activity

If I were an aesthetic educator I would be more prone to accept

tn ter.ns of practic2
much
praccice it oeans Qucn

AIM
Ant,, but,
but. like Ralph Smith (who is an aesthetic educator), question its em-

designed to produce instantaneous, sat1sf:r1ng,
93t1sf:ring, ago-grat':'£yi:!.g
ago-grat.i.fyi:!.g rasults.
rasulcs.

phasis on work and language and the lack of mention of the aesthetic ex-

POSitively, it
Positively,
it.

perience as a major, if not the sole, justification
justif ication for art in the schools.

in
In

Furthermore, aesthetic educators
educato r s are divided over just what kinds of art

~lear :
clear:

examples should be used in the classroom, i.e., fine art or popular art;
Finally J if I were a neo-Lowe!lfeldian
Finally,
neo-Lowe~feldian

Ant is not clear
AIM
clear about this issue.

I would condemn AIM as a heresy, a throwback to the pic
pictu
ture-study
re-study era, if
not worse.

adopting visual literacy as a oain
wain goal of art
ar~ education.

of ?ractice t.his
~his means much more discourse about art.
discussion and Ora l

of class.

=e~ortins
~e~ortins

any other philosophical camp.

abov~,

or

e lementary or secI'm thinking of those in elementary

t o be very
ondary education who, generally,
gene rally, lack the inclination or time to
What is their reaction ttoo AIM?

I don't
don 't believe anyone has taken a poll.
pol l.

But my guess is that of those

who
~ho have read AIM most probably agree with it.
it .
agree
rhe toric that sounds good.
good .
a gree with any rhetoric
also
a lso captiva ting,
ting , almost seductive
seduct ive..

I don't know.

Why?

Because they tend to

Feldman's
good.. it's
it ' s
Fe ldman's writing is good

Horeover,
Moreover, because of the rhetorical

overload, substance
subs tance no longer
longe r matters.

Thus AIM elicits agreement because

me be

All ill
in all AD! :neans
~eans much greater emphasis on the serious as?ects

a~~ and much less on fun as an end
of art

A~,

L~t

in class and Yritten
c ut
~itten assi£nments
assi~nments cut

i~

itself.
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~e take it seriously,
seriously. is calling for a radical
radical overhaul of the .,

field--from
fie
ld-- from elementary to higher education.

Meanwhile, many art
ar t educators do not belong in any of the
Meanwhile.

interested in philosophy.

te~s

mea~s

can talk intelligently about art?
in art history or art criticism?

How many art teachers today

How cany have had a thorough grounding
You know
kno~ the answers.

Such things
t~ings have

ar:-t~acher ec.ucation
Eor at least a half century.
c.entury.
not been stressed i:l.
i:;], ar:.-teacher
education for

Therefore. the main flaw of AIM, as a semi-official document, is its
Therefore,
~ts
faiiure to account for the chasm between what it calls for and what actualfailure
actua l ly exists in the field.

Indeed throughout the piece Feldman uses the presenc
present

tense and the iadicative
i~dicative verb
ve~b mood
~ood as if the things
for actually
aC!:.ually exist.

t~e
~he

statement calls

"In art class," he says, "we
"loIe study visual i:nages ...

art education stimulates language--spoken
l anguage--spoken and written--about visual iQages ...

•
As art teachers we york
work continuously on the development of critical skills,
skills ...•
.. •
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symbolically complex meanings for human experience .

context,
Within this context.

i~clude:

Susan Ervin-Tripp (1976) notes that a feature of languages is polysemy
or multiple
mult.iple meanings.

Such diversity allows
a llows for "leakages
"leakages"" in meaning and

opens t.he
the way for metaphorical extension.

ErvinTripp offers the example
Ervin-Tripp

of the same person who can be co rrectly addressed by the following:
Sis , Lou, Dr
Dr.. Leland.
Leland, Grandma, and Mrs. Jamison
Jamison..
Aunt.
Aunt Louise. Sis,

Mommy.

evil.. sutfering,
evil
suffering, ceath,
ceacn, or night.

C=ocker re?
re?orts
orts that the Beroro
Bororo !t:en
!::eD in Central
Ce ~tr al Brazil say, IIt'e
Itl.'e are
maca.',,;s."
red mac3.'Js."

condensat.ion of many complex meanings
This assert.ion is a condensation

about human beings and che
the nature of the ~orld.
world.
are highly domest.icated, and

ow~ed

In aororo
Bororo society,
societ.y, macaws

and t.aken
taken care of mostly by women.

The

Lakoff
macaws
maca~s serve as sources of feathers for ritual objects and are one of

and Johnson use the examp le of ideas are food
food..

They offer:
offer :
the few items of personal property that are given t.o
to heirs.

~~caws
~2caws

aare
re

beautiiul and are thought
t hougn t to be a
perceived as beautiful

of aroe or

facts , half
half-baked
ideas ,
All this paper has in it are ~
raw facts,
- baked ideas.
man~festat.ion

and .armed-over theories ...
.. . That argument smells fishy ...
spirit.

One of the
t~e many meanings at
of aroe refers to

~~e

immortal spirit
spirit. of

that'
fo r thought ...
that'ss food for
. .. This is the meaty part of the
paper..
paper

all creatures.

(1980, pp. 4646-47)
47)

Consequently, social
social knm"ledge
knowledge or
o r culture can be seen to be rreplete
eplete with
metaphor.

The cognitive status of metaphor is significant in the concon -

figura tion of concepts in a society.
society .

This
sca le
Th is can be seen on a broader scale

in the wo
work
rk of two
t wo symbolic anthropologists,
anthropologis t s. Victor
Vic t or Turner (1967) and

frui:s,
r-.:uits, o r can
co~ as co
do :nacaws.
~caws.

color triad are multivocal.
white.

The colors
c olors white.
white, red.
red , and black are dominant
dominant
~dembu
~clembu

in Africa.

The meanin
meanings
gs given to this

There are t~enty-three
twenty-three

know~

meanings for

It can stand for goodness.
goodnes s, making strong or healthy, purity.
purity, life
life,,

~caw.
~ca~.

which some are:

Gpon death, che
GpeD
t.he soul as spirit undergoes several metamorphoses of

which one is to cake
take the

fo~

of a macaw.

The shared attributes of spirits

Crocker states that chese
these views on macaws reflect the place of men
i~

Barero
Borcro society.
sociecy.

his wife's house.
congregate.
its.

~omen and lives in
A man traces his lineage through women

Yet, it is in the company ooff males only,
Yet.
only , that
t ha t

spir~ts
s
pi r~ts

It is men.
men, and noc
not women.
women, •~ho
..ho have direct cont3ct
conc3ct ....
Nith
ich spirsp1r-

Both men and macaws have transactions
transaccions with spirits and

re?rese~:

Red things
thin gs

them.

In actuality,
actualit.y. tthe
he relationships II have described are much
~uch more coo-

There are seven known categories of blood of

plex.

However, even in the simple form presented here, it is possible t.o
to
However.

or authority.
authority, generos
gene r osity,
t o eat.
chieftanship or
ity . to laugh, or to

are of blood or red clay.

of spiri.ts
spir~cs are ascri!>ed
ascri~ed to

?henoMenon
?henomenon of variegated color which describes t.he
the appearance or a

t~e
~~e

Turner illustrates quite well how knowledge and thought are shaped

symbols in the life of che
the

~e
The ac:.ivities
ac~ivities

and macaws are che
the ~asis
basiS for generating songs, myths,
myth s. and stories.

Christopher Crocker
Crocker (1977).

wich
with concepcual
conceptual metaphors.
me taphors.

Spirits enjoy a diet of vegetable products like nuts,

the blood of animals which stands for huntsmanship or

meat,
mea t , the blood of all women as a sign of life or fertility.
fertility, and red things
having power, that is, life blood
blood..

Blackness has eight known meanings which
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see that
t.hat conceptual

~etaphors

are socially significant.
•

'tHE
TIlE SOCIAL US
USE
E OF :!ETAPSOR IN A,.'T
A,.':\T EDUCATION

Metaphors
~ecaphors are pervasive in the conduct of human affairs.
affai~s.

T~ey

con-

figure our theories, carry
car~ our ideologies. and structure
s truct.ure our interpre•
tations of each other. Supply-side economics,
economics , Reaganomics, and the drama
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art educat10n
education have
have utilized
utl11~ed

1

co P aea ar

All thrae
thr.. of
of thasa
thilla perI'e:All

~I!~f
ec~~l!d the
t.o,:.",fald
.. ld rree~!'lJ1l1d
the crI!3ti~~
tn:s.t1 ..... process
protn. as
a. thl!
the bJs.
!lua for
fo :

th•• ysbul. ar. huaan cr" at1u"s aDd t urn

1DtO
tntO th1ngs
thinaa baar
beari"l
ing all the
tbe attr1bu:es
at tributes of
of naturul
~atural pheDDoena.
pr~~ODe~.

The third approach 111 eU t"ilant

in
~l:Ient: of
1982).
in the
the A~
.\nt aI tat
t acOQen
of £d:u=4
Ed='rd 'a1dman
FddlUn ((1982
).

c.urr1tulu:.
~a

_,.<.

<
Shana
aUa On
Onus
... sk.a.
h (( 1971)
1977 ) of
of tha
th. CnstL
C~ proI'fOpersl'.ct1·/il
ot
a:• S,.-.l-,
Stanl
,,-.. y ,••
~..l.
- d I ..j a a.:l.d
a.Q d Sh

po"'"rl,,l
poo.·artul and
and sobering
soberin, !igur.a
Uauraa u£
.. t .apaa.,h
pa",,!> for
tor uS
u5 all.
all .

our
our professional
prof ~a.loma! eoneep
conceptionl
tion, of
of art
art education.
educa t ion.

Viktor Lo,,'er.!dd (195 7) and. &ti eha t i c education fr o.. th ..
orianclt1on at Vi"'t nr Lo,,:.nfdd (19S1) Allci l .. t hat1 .:, .du<;lt1on fr om tha

~aeh
e. •
approaches
r ofassional ~il1!5
!&en of tt h~,
hen
l'prolc1n. cr
or ..profus1on..J.
'~ a ~es

s,"ch
i~ch concep
conccp truDl
ua l co
co tre
egor
lorta.
i ai a3
a$ love,
lov ... play, law
law,, Or
or re l 1",ion
igion for referenta
~e f orenta

i:1
ducation .110W5
II. oppo
"" rt.\Uli
, tomi ty
.....
o vie'"
viII'" tth.
tle pra
I'u<;ti<;e
c tice of art
an
i n 3.rt
a tt ..aduc.at1on
."
_~owa us
us ..-,_
~I tto
education
ent 'oCidl1y
l lavdnt Iymbol
i c perspac
t i ve , Each
educat ion ftc;
fro; 3.a diffe
d1! ~e rtent
lo., ial ly rr.levant
l~bol1c
per.pective.

t o be used ~e
I!Ietllpho
t aphorri
i ca
cll ll
H y tto
o describe
de.c ribe ou
ourr experiences in 3rt
art.,

v1
pan ke.;'
•.•
' . contei:\ic;
"~ ,-,in1n,
slv.u.1
,.".ral clOltl.>ral
cul t ural all\l:llPtiotui
I ls~tio~
vi.....
..", is
i s bu11t
bo:!.lt ..\I"on
.... y <net5pbor~
:nf!tspnor
..

C~rli
ClIrlbloo
.l l1

(l9112) h1l5
hilS pointed out
ou t Geven
"v~D root
t OOt Ql!
CH!t4phot5
frequently
.. nc<>ontn.. d 1"
in arta
(1982)
t aphor ~ frequen
tly I!nc""nt.~

dhctplln .. s.
dhc1pUnu.

Then
Th ... arl!:
&t.l

sen
senetic
.. tic .ceid.nt,
aecidRnt, (~)
(» IIrtll
n h AM
aM "",b.,ular
mul ..cular .trw:tures,
Structures, (6) the e>'lO
e~t10n5
tion• •
aa1
vola
vola~lle
tile mat
.atter.
t er , aDd
~nd (7)
(1) ignoranco
lanoranee &1
II 4i,ease.
di.ease , ed"cation
~ducatinn as trl!5tlllan
t reat~nt
t..
She DO
no t e,
eS th5t
that ai
31 1l of these
theae coac:epelons
conception, have
~Vl! 13pltcationa
1aplicationa tt~t
hx t ~r
baar 1nvc$iQV.,s ~fore

adopting .. ny one of

My puCpnU.II
p"rpoa.ul., tHIn
htl"-",,

at
t and education
art
aducation..

(l)
(1) the !:lind
ml.nd uU aII p..-obh,m-"olvinlS
pl'obl...-"ol"inS mllChine.
ooachina, (2)

CTO."tivity
cr •• ti"tty II~
•• IIa divine
divina flame
lla=a . 0)
(3) 111nd
.1nd &Ii
•• a blaak
blank aLate
Slate., (4)
(') artist
artis t uS
••

ti&lltion

a~out
.~ut

.t.

Lowcnfald's
~n!.ld ' s kay ~tspbo
3et:s.pho rr 1s
il tha child a.

f"' ~~n:s.l

• .,t:!.v:!.ti .. .

=

In. 80M
_ _ of eM:
locLal
are to ........
"..,.ina
t he sYll'!lol1e
s}'lIlbo U.e and so<:151

thc ma i nst r eam of art educat i on thought:

the creac ivl! and

h3v~ ha~n
~v.
baan

~ent51

t ~a

raI.ac ion of the artist t o hhUDS
elf and
nlation
...... el!
~.. d
expe : iancl! of
t bus
hU$ it .xprcss
_Z?re., •• the experien.,1

the crestor
,,-1c
the thin;
t he thinS
tb.lll.
r.r eato r ...
-1.t:h th.
t~nli and never
nOlVU th.
thinl i:sel:.
i tself.

growth
The:."e~ote
Th_ r a!o : e

.

Low.m!dd $31<i:

is 51\ eXjlrl!sa
io n ot
ot t h.
he hu=an
.. ~ ti t.
ax..,reaaioo
hUQAC. s.,.1:1.t.
A=t
alI. le
l evels
A..-1: on all
.... ls is
tt u;;>r,,"1<S

Two
tva of the.e
the sl!

Th1s
This concep
tonceptt 1s
i.

~l
tivocal and
t har .e".r.l
seve ral me3.ninSi
ooult1"oeal
&DC bringa
bri~g. co,e
tO~lther
se~ninl. fo
~orr intarpretinil
int.rpre tin& Qur
cu r pr
~~O-

th~.

aspects
aspec tl of
uf t hree
hlee apprOaChR.
ap~roacha. to ar
artt e4ueation.
.. d~tion.

ccr.
r ~ at
or.
~tor.

,•Y••~~ce un,.,'
___
"• •••,do,,"c1ated
, ."raciu ..ci if
,.,"-,
it
it
.~
i t can
r.a.c on
cn~,.
~
........

"'" idllnt
i<ient :!.!,.
i !y ou tselv
•• .neh
he crutor.
""
r~cl......
w1t~ ttha
trueor.

(1951,
pp. 32-33
( 19S1, pp.
32- 33))

• numb.
n~ber
ways .hown
shown 1n
r of
of "'ays
i :l
Lowenield
develops .this
i n ..
!.oveni
.. ld dev.lops
, th iS basic
basi c prel:lise
pnah. in
ar: e'!.'Jcator
o ...
....ka
,op l a co
re sen&1The
the at:
c<!\ltator 1s
il tto
1<4. ..people
ClOre
soonlli-

<

tive to themselves and their environment.
not an
a n end in itself .

Art is a means to an end and

alizing art experience.
e~perience.

vieupoint, '~hat
.... hat are
If we adopt LO(olenfeld'
Lowenf ald's5 viewpoint,
a re some

The independent crea
creation
tion of onels
one ' s own concepts a~ou ld be obliged t o accept?
of the cultural assumptions we would

bout one 'l s self and the surrounding
sur r ound ing world are of gr
greates
eat estt value .

The

We would be supporting an extremely subjective
subj ective view
view of tthe
he artist
individual and his or her crea
creative
tive potential is t o be placed
pl aced above sub which one's
one ' s own feelin
gs are folloved
followed and the rules established by train vhich
feelings
trajeet matter.
ject
matt e r.

The "deeply rooted
roo ted ccreative
reative impulse" of human beings leads

dition are
a re repudiated.

Wee would hold that all systeT.s
systeTos are obstru
obstructions
W
ctions

to the gr
growth
owth of confidence if it is not thwarted by inter fer
fe rences
ence s from
from
to truth
truth..

civilization.

areas exhibit the beauty and claritv
expr es sion and thus conclarity of natural expression
confidence..
fidence

We would value openness and change, and disparage the clear-cut

For example,
example. Eskimo children and pers
ons who live in remot e
persons

Of particular concern is the influence
stereotyped
infl uenc e of repetit ive ste
r eotyped

images found in
infue
IDe child's environment
envir onment which when used in art lead the

chi ld away ffrom
r om personal
pers onal expression
child
exp ression to imitation.

I n this way.
way . one can
In

become
be come dependent upon tthe
he tthinking
hinking of others and court insincerity.
insincerit y .

InterInte r -

fer
enc es and imi tation are also visible in complex and mor e highly devferences

e l oped forms
f arms of art.
a facade of style.

The inner
i nner spirit of tthe
he cr
creator
eat or becomes
bec ome s hidden under
The truth of art education is freedom of expression

and self-identification
self-identification..

This is accomplished though
t hou gh a great variety of

dir ect experiences in sensing and per
perceiving
direct
ceiving..

In ar
a rtt education we should

medium, "but tthe
he human spirit
not emphasize handling the material or medium.

and definite
definite..

We would deny the status of knowledge to anything that was

not ex?erienced
ex~erienced directly.

creation. expression.
expression, and activity.
activity .

His concept
conception
i on of art education is

replete ""ith
with patterns of social
soc ial though t popularized during the Romantic

Movement in Germany (Hauser. 1951).

view of Lowenfeld
Lo~enfeld's
In view
's emphasis on

~ould

probably noe
noc spend
s~end much time

them anything about styles or
or techniques and conventions in representation.
Traditional
and torms
!radi~ional techniques snd
forms of art expression would be

r~jected

in

favor of letting each person create the accumulated wisdom of the human
race from his or
or her own personal resources.
extinguish the social

or~gin

to
The ne:
net effect would be to

and context of what has come to be called art.
art .

Cartainly,
C~rtaL~l y . there would be no art
arc criticisa:
criticis~ because there would
•...auld be no ·- Hay
~ay
to develop any criteria to share with anyone beyond one's
one 's own personal
pers onal

reactions to art work.

THE CEMREL AESTHETIC EDUCATION
T.~ere

For Lowen
individual.
Lowenffee ld,
l d. the child is creator.
c rea t o r , spirit
s pi ri t,, and an individ
ual.
Art is a means; it
it is

such.
such, ve
we

showing children the work of artists, past ?r
9r present, nor would we tell
t ell

""hich
which transcends
trans cends t he material into expression" (Lowenfe
(Lowe nfeld,
ld, 1957, p. 32).
32) .

The child
ch ild is natural.
natura l. sincere, and self-confiden
self-confident.
t.

.~

PROG~~
PROGRP.~

is no key metaphor in the CEMREL point or
of view unless one

. wishes to use the term aesthetic education itself.
itself .

Instead. there are

several conceptions about the arts that are juxtaposed to one another.

One

of these is that learning and knowledge are acquired through the senses.
Sensory experience is the base from which concepts are developed.

Ot
her
Other

forming
fo rming one 's own thought and not bor rowing that
tha t of others. it
i t is some-

conceptions are:

SO Cial ly available
aVCiil abl e ways of con ceptu-what ironic that his thinking utilizes socially
ceptu·-

i s recognized in our natural environment, and aesthetic refers ttoo order.
is
order,
fo~,
:o~ ,

and beauty.
beauty .

aesthetic experience re
refers
fers to those moments when
vhen beau
beauty
ty

Furt3er
Furt~er,l in aesthetic education. one perceives, judges,

•
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and values the fform
orm aand
nd content
content of the artist's
ar tist ' s experience
experience..

To create or
or

::leans
~h;.... c'n clear ideas or concepts come to be formed in t:te
t~e mind.
:'leans by
b y ,.;hich

~hou'h
r.;·n~... ch iinvolved
~"\.o ac Though
nvolved ~10
J.
e t'-" which

ele-encounter an art work, one utilizes the language of art, that is, the ele

.
.hinkit)8
i'"
dot'.
believed in tt: he
of
he un!ty
ot- tt.n
n~t}g and
an d doing
.• ", .

of des
design
engages
creative
problem-ss oolving
t o achieve a perments of
i gn and en
gages in crea
tive problemlving to

tion was mer
e idleness.
mere

sonall poin
pointt of view which is valued int.rinsi
intrinsically
sona
cally..

packages and kits
kits,, and other
o ther participatory
?articipacory learning
lea~ning experiences.

Whereas
Lowenf eld's
t.fue
r e a s Lowenfeld
'5

of aart
education
the mos
mostt
conceptualization of
rt ed
ucation was consistent i n ttheme
heme for t.he

tic educa
tion.
education.

irregular.

ceptual.

cogni tive discom
discOmfort
1n relating
r ela ting the idea
Indeed , tthere
here is some cognitive
f ort in

problem-s
1s recogof creative prob
l em- s olving with the idea of moments when beauty is
aestheticc education , many disparate perspectives on the phenomIn aestheti

artt are brought t ogether
oge ther under one conceptual
conceptual umbrella.
enon of ar

The CEMRE,L

however,. is perhaps more representative of current art education
view, however

Much value is placed on an indivi
dual's pe!"sonal
individual's
personal experience as the
Little interest
he
interes~ is shown in tt:he

basis for gaining trustworthy knowledge
knowledge..

collec
tive social knowledge developed by other pe
rsons.
collective
persons.

It

focuses
f ocuses on aest
aesthetics
hetics in
i n rela
relationship
t i onship t o the physic
phYSical
a l world
world,, the arts eleel e ments,
process
t he envi
environment.
men
t s, the creative proc
ess , the artist, tthe
he culture, and the
r onment.
ticc education
Aes tthe
heti
educa tion aalso
l so includes all of the arts:
ar t s :
~~deja

music,
visuall arts,
arts ,
m
usic, visua

and Onuska, aes the ttic
i c education

deSignated that aarea
cu rriculum where children have "the chance to
designated
r ea of the curriculum
learn how to experienc
experience,
lives""
e, judge , and value the aesthetic in their lives

Yet, the idea of

aesthetic ex?erience as something of instrinsic worth is itself socially
The purpose
purposa of aesthetic education is pur-

po
r~edly to teach or enhance aesthetic response.
portedly
res?onse.

The Aesthetic Education Program Curriculum is likewise
like~ise eclectic.

As stated
s t ated by

Lear~ing
ins at a ssensual
ensual level, not the conLear3ing in the arts
art.s beg
begins
con-

orig
i na ted and transmitted.
origina
t.ransmitted.

thinking (Dorn,
(Dern , 197 7) .

theater
dance, and thea
ter..

Hence
Hence,, t~e
t~e CEMREL
CEMREl emphasiS
emphasis on games, curriculum
cur~icul~

There aare
re several
edded in CEMREL
's approach to
several assumptions emb
embedded
CEMREL's
t.o aesthe-

of aesthetic
aesthet ic education i s thema
thematica
part, the CEMREL cconception
onception of
t. ica lly ssomewhat
omewhat

nized.

He

a ctivity
han it.
i t is a per
sonal one.'"
ac
tivity more tthan
personal
one:

As such, it is a social

Further.
further, the scepticism shown

towards cconcepts
oncepts and abstractions
nabstrac~i ons committed to yritten
~ritten form in bocks
books co
con-

of

tradicts tthe
he developaect
iculum units by which
development of curr
curriculum
_hic~ ~nowledge
~~owledge about t~e
the
ar ts is shared with children.
arts

Would anyone know
abou t che
the eele~ents
lements of
know about
ot de-

sign or
e r what a choreo
grap her does through personal
choreographer
~ersonal,, direct experience only?
If
I! we accept the CEMREL Aesthetic
Aes thetic Education Program as a needed part of the
school curriculum,
curriculum , it appears t~at we would also accept seme
some ideas chat
that a re

(1977.
(1977 , p . 5).

not in order or harmony.
harmony, but ones that contradict one another.

One might

The
indebted , in part, of the nineteenth cen tury
rhe CEMREL view is indebted,
say that the conceptualization
d issonant
conceptuali%ation of aesthetic
aest.hetic education is somewhat dissonant
aesthetic movecent which valued sensual experience, a contemplative
con t emplative attiand does not integrate
the various
va rious borrowed knowledge about the arts and
integrat.e che
tude, pure form, and art as the justification f or 11fe
life (Hauser,
(1iauser , 1951).
1951) .
aesthetic s very •well.
aesthet.ics
....ell.

This is a case of the mi:t:ed-up
metaphor. perhaps
mi:<:ed-up mecapnor,
pet"haps..

There is also an intellec tual debt to the work of Pestalozzi
Pest a l ozzi (Gutek,
(Gu t ek, 1968).
AP.! STATEMENT
STATEML~T
TIlE .'TII

Pestalozzii advocated direct experience and sense impression
Pestalozz
i mpressio n as the basic
Fe ldman's approach co
to art
metaphor
mult ivocal.
Feldman's
ar~ education is a me
tapho r that is mulcivocal.
Art means ~ork,
wo r k, langupge
langupge,, and values.
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He says that
tha t art require s effor~
effort

•

that

i~

physical
phys
ic al ,

tic devices.

e~tion
~ ti onal
a l,,

Ani~al
Ani~l

track~

and intellactual.
intellectual.
arC
anu work-marks are

ViSual
Visua l i.:ftagery
Uftagery und
underl
e rlies
ie s verbal language.
that langua ge

i~

a

~etaphorical
~etophorlcol

vi~ual

1mage~

are

lingui~
l
ingui ~ 

imagcs
iDa~es to be r e ad.

Va l _

A kay
k .. y id""
id ..", in h18
hi>. "pprm
appro"ch
.. ~h is
Is that
t hat art
a r t 19
is port
part of
Art is
i~ a

in art.

vit~d
vi
t ~d

It

has
haa

1<
10101.... ara
a ... a9ke:d
a~kcd to believe thOlt
t h<:lt tthe
here
te is
i~ content t o teach
te .. ch

Every individunl
individual does
doe s not
nOt have to rld.nven
re 1.nven t tthe
h .. ",hole
,,!loll!. ooff hu-

=n
m3n expedance
experience vI.thout
without help from
trom thoae
those ..mo
who ""v@
h"vII liv,,-d
t iv@d b@fore.
b.. fore.

With

cr.oo~e
choo~e

<:Ind
and define our own labors.

For

The idell
ideo; of art
O;rt as play, howeve r, cannot eo::'ocom-

manu th .. cr .. spact
spect that a rt as work can
co;n all'.Ong
alJ'.Ong (\ecislotl-tlakers
c eclston-!llO;kers 1n
in schools ir.
mand
a tiote
tl~a of 11mit"d
limit ... d n,Sour"es.
r",SOUtCes.

There
The re is a"
an acceptance
acccptance ot
o f the tr;lditions
traditions of the past "s
aa u ....
.. lOful
ful

Infot't[l.].tion.
infot'tMtion.

becom e htdde:>
beeome
hidde!l bebe -

for
fo~ oth",
Qthar~,
.. , th
the.. via"
visual
.. l ..arts
rts a>Ire
rC a fora
form o!
of play to be juxtaposed to work ttha~
hat

Renal ~sanc
aspects of th
.. enlh cantury
century Arts
of the Renai"
"aneee and a"pect"
th@.. nin .. tt~enlh

thcory and
alld Struc:ure.
struc~ure .

ha~

so,," .. per~ons
pe.r90ns,, th
vl ~ ual artS
Illbor -"hl1e
While
so",e
the... violual
a r ts are still
'till thought of as hOCles
hones t labot

i" 1I1ianatios
is
,,1i .. natin8 to tha
the salL
self.

ia a ratl"nal
ratIonal ..activity;
Art i"
ctivity ; it is a discipline
di"cipl i ne..

Thi'
This idea
ide" about art
an.

in this way
wa y on .....
",aennds
akar.ds "hen
whan we call

1Ield
¥e ld~n's
..... n'" approach reflects on
an intell
intelleetua
ectua l per"p
pers pecttva
ecttv,,- on art that is

and
¥~v~enl.
..
nd Crafta
Cr .. rt9 Y.ovemenl.

To worl<. Is to comelt
co~it one '"
' s time, to be involve d, to tnke
take pleasur
pl ea s ur e

the advent of the machine nnd
and (!lass
Qas' ptoduction, mnny
many of us only expe
exp erie~ce
rle:>ee work

social
~oe io l phenomenon DOre
DOrC than it is a private sensory
~ensory experience.
e"perienc e .

r~ tniscent
r~ini"cent

~ork.
~orl<..

hind the conc"l>t
eonc ... pt of 'Work
wurl<. as an ;lctivit
y that is s e if
lf-alie~ating.
act i vity
- alie:lating.

They
Th ey f ocus on fundament
fundamental
al human

lifa
l1r .. and
a nd living
living,, and
a nd grounded In our
ou r d,tily
d,,11y liv .. d "'"pari
eXl>a ri'mce.
.. nce.

and

in
i n the rreSults
es ults of one's effort'
ef~orts .

In this sense,
sense , Fe ldman
l drMn confirma
conft.n:la

system repre
repr essenting
e nting our per ceptions.
ceptionK.

UOK Rra
U@K
~r~ vehiclM
v~hicl~K
K of thought and feeling.
fe el i ng .
.. "parien~as
"par ien~ .. s and cOnCllrna.
cOnconns.

Artistic

W
We
....are
re inin-

t"
to look !It
~ t th
th~
.. "pectrum
apactru~ of workw
worlca of
o f art,
.. rt, not for imit
imitative
ative pu
purrppose
ose~
s,

'urthe=ore,
tu rt heraore, "a"" Fe
Fel
ld"",,,
d~~n i s
5 awace,
awar e , the
che clal",
clai~

that
tha t ..ar.
," i9
i~ work has
nas a lonie
longerr history in
i n the
th~ an
art world thar.
than our cur"
current
.. nt concept
ception
i on of it
i t as soce
50ce sort of pl
play
ay activi
acti~ i ty .
Art as a visual l"'"guO;&e
lallguage i,
i9 a !:lore
core modern idea
i dea d"ri\'ed
derived frO!:l
from form"lia",.
fOn:ls l i"m.
Thi
Th i ...ll Ida
Idaa,
.. , rourad
roacad i"
in a rt hi"toty.
histoty , provide, the ,er,pective
,erspec,ive that
tr.at ,",otks
works of art
rr.quire
. quit ..

intar~retation
Int"r~retation

",u,"c
",UHC ba re"d.
read.

and under
understanding
stOlnding in otd
ocdee r to achieve ....
mean1ni
aning;; they

In psst
pa 5t socicties,
500.ie t ies, whete
whet e lit
litetacy
e tacy Wa5
was not 50 univ er ,al,
sal, pe
p .. r-

but for
f or dariving
deriving and
>lnd ..ah&ring
haring th
the.. "e
rne ..>l.nlng
ning of life whicb
which ;lll
all human beinea
beings havO!
hav~
ha ps beins
haps
bei,,§ abla
abl .. to interpret the visual
vtsual phen~ena
phenooena in painting,
searched
,."'ar ched for and continue
coo t inua to
to do ,.0.
ao.

In Feldm<ln's
Fcldll"ln's approaeh,
approach, ther
theree iH a cumCumand srchitect"re
a rchitecture "a"
was ..a mo
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EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND SOCIAL TRANSFIGURATION
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Lanny Nilbrandt
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•
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our concern with the problems in school practice, and our interest in imimTWO CASE STUDIES
proving those practices through critical inquiry.
Two brief case studies illustrate a few of the ways in which student
A second precondition of Freier's educational programs is that the
teachers can relate social theory to personal experience, and emerge with a
learner have her own knowledge of the concrete context.

This would sugmore meaningful praxis in their art teaching.

gest that sufficient time be allowed for student practica; that students - be
Marie A. is a general classroom teacher seeking to deepen her background
given an opportunity to build up their own store of experiences; and that,
in art teaching.

A Native Canadian, she developed an interest in using the

as an additional emphasis in teacher education, more attention be directed
concept of mental imagery to look at the traditional story-telling of the
to the further education of practicing teachers
teachers..
Freier's ideas imply, thirdly, that there is no harm in the students
seeking out their professors' "maximally-systematized" knowing.

The sensi-

tive, dialogical teacher educator can be a great help in facilitating sursurveys of ideas and readings, and overcoming the tyranny of conventional ideology.
logy .

To do this in a dialogical manner is far different from simply impos-

ing a set of authoritative texts.

The learner moves from the concrete sit-

uation to the theoretical explanation, and then back to the concrete level
for practical experimentation, or (in Freire's terms) praxis.
Freire's ideas add texture and depth to our model of theory-practice
relations in teacher education.

Freire's work addresses the problem of

authenticity squarely, by indicating that it i3 essential that learners have
some first
first-hand
-hand knowledge of schools
schools..

Similarly, he indicates that the

teacher will playa role in insuring the adequacy of the student's theoretical investigations.

But this role should not be confused with the trans-

ferring of concepts in a non-dialogical education.

In the dialogical model.

Lillooet people of British Columbia.
In our art education course, we discussed the concept of imagery with
reference both to mental imagery and media imagery.

~~rie

expressed her

concern that children in her town were uncritically absorbed in the adventures
of Spiderman, E.T., and Bugs Bunny, and had too little opportunity to develop
an involvement- with the equally fascinating myths of their own
awn culture.
}ffirie
rffirie became interested in Richard DeMille's imagery exercises, (Put
Your Mother On the Ceiling, 1976) which are now quite popular as a method of
teaching drawing (McKim, 1972; Wilson and Wilson, 1982).

Following a seminar

on DeMille's work, Marie wrote in a paper:
Telling stories is just like "putting your mother on the ceiling."
Telling stories in a comfortable atmosphere is important ...

Open

the windows for fresh air and turn off the fluorescent lights.

I

told stories to kindergarten students during their rest period.
told them about "gwenis" in Anderson Lake.

I

Fifteen minutes of see-

the teacher's efforts are responsive to the student's experience; and thus

ing blue lake, green mountains, Indian children, wet rocky shore,

the teacher's role, far from being obviated, becomes more flexible and at-

white fluffy clouds, the big slimy, dark gwenis, the people, the'lillage, and the old man.

tentive.

All those subjects fall into place like a movie. -

By using concepts . of imagery, Marie productively inquired into her own

60

practical experience, and then used that experience to elaborate further her
61

concepts of imagery in education.

In her further readings she surveyed the

images of heroes available to Native children, and evaluated the relative
educational merits of traditional story images versus contemporary tele-

recorders, using technology not to create what Giffhorn calls an
"aesthetic ghetto"
ghetto l l but
but. as a means of deconstructing the theology

vision images.
A striking feature of Marie's experience is that she conducted her
observations retroactively; that is. she used her memory to look at practice,
and in fact revised her remembered teaching experiences on the basis of her
new conceptual awareness.

The success with which she did this indicated that

we need not be too rigid in prescribing a time-sequence for theory-practice
relations in teacher education.

A chance to make new observations will al-

ways be essential,
essential. of course; but reflection on previous experience,
experience. even in
our own childhood experiences, will also play its role,
role. much as it does in
Freire's program.

I am interested in using photographs, video, film and tape

The key to the process is not the sequencing of abser-

of art,
art. "I'
IIl'art
art. pour l'
l'art"
art" (W. Benjamin).
Benj amin).

This position
posi tion entails

moving away from the production of unique objects toward direct
involvement with
wit.h living communication

I think teaching should

more often focus on questions such as "what is framed?" and "what
significance or meaning does it imply?"
imply?!!

and not on the making

and production of aesthetic objects

Before looking at photo-

graphs by Dorothea Large,
Large. Ben Shahn and

\~alker

Evans, I would in-

vite students to look at their own mental pictures of "poverty" or
"love n and to write these on a blackboard
"love"

.. '.

Problem:

Given your

vatian
vat
ian and analysis, but the principle of dialogical interaction between au-

mental pictues of "love",
"love". does Diane Arbus' s photograph
phot.ograph of a New

thentic experience and relevant conceptual material.

Jersey housewife with her baby macaque monkey named Sam consti-

Judy H. is a painter/performance artist who is completing her secondary
teacher education program.

At the outset of her studies in art education.

tute a photograph of "love"?
"lovell? Why or why not?
not.? .••

This exercise

could also be supplemented by a search for photographs that express

Juciy shared my concern that there was a gap between the values of many setaol
Juriy
sccool

the student's experiences, their understanding of "love,"
"love." "pleasure",

art programs (reactionary,
(reactionary. product-oriented) and the values of the contem-

"poverty".
T1poverty", "dream", "religion", etc.

porary artists that she found compelling (socially engaged,
engaged. inventive,
inventive. process-

Not all students will have the background in art that Judy has, or the

oriented).

Course readings such as Benjamin,
Benjamin. J. Berger, Sontag,
Sontag. Giffhorn,
Giffhorn.

background in cultural studies that Marie has,
has. but each is likely to have some

and Chapman set the stage for an exploration of alternative practices for

specific kind of experience that can be fruitfully manifested in the praxis of

the secondary art curriculum.

teaching.

With the guidance of theoretical inquiry,
inquiry. the mediating actions of

Judy focuses on photography activities, and sought to infuse them with

the art educator,
educator. and the commitment of students to a critical search, it

an increased attention to the meaning of taking photographs and the meaning

seems reasonable to expect that the social values articulated by critical

of looking at photographs.

theory can be used to design activities for the art curriculum, and that the

She wrote:

practice of art

teachi~ g

can thereby be improved significantly.
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THE NATURE OF PIiILOSOPHICAL
PtlILOSOPHICAL CRITIC ISH
Ann L
L.. Sherman
Nie
Nielsen
lsen (1981)
( 1981 ) challenges
ch allenges philosophers
philos ophers to examine tthe
he nature of phil
philoosophy.
s ophy .

He crit
criticizes
icizes them for adhering to 'philosophy for

and po ints out the non-neutrality of philosophy.
philosophers
philosop
he rs ask
ask::

sake

Nielsen
Nie
lsen and other radica
rad icall

In what sense are the concep t S
s and
a nd distinctions wnich

ordina ry'?
philosophers address ' ordinary
'?
formation of their dis
course?
discourse?
discourse?
discourse ?

?hi
?hiloso~hy's'
l os o~hy's'

•
•
•

What are the socie tal influenc
es on the
influences

began
Philosophy . are not uniforon
uniform
Group and beg
an publishing the journal of Radical Philosophy.
in their beliefs and/or
and lo r approaches.
bind them together.
ttendency
endency to:

What are the societal
soc ietal consequences
consequer.ces of their

Yet, there are some common threads which

Tnese
j ec t i on of mainstream philoso
phers'
These are the re jection
philosophers'

a)
itselff needs no j ustific
ustification;
a ) assume that philosophy itsel
ation ; b)

view
v ie~ philosophy as neutral with respect tto
o moral and practical issues;
issuesj c) ob sc~re

the ideological role of
o f philosophy; d) uncritically subscribe ttoo

scientisffi;
scientisrn; e) uphold exclusive 'pr
'professionalism'
ofessi onalism' and f) work in a socio-

philosophy
Can philoso
phy be conceived in such a way as to perform a crit-

ical
ic
al service t o society?

The group of philoso
phers, who in 197
philosophers,
19722 foroed
forced the Radical Philosophy

historical vacuum.

and In what ways does or
or should phil
philosophy
oso phy inter-

On
On

the posit.ive
side, they are held together by a "ief.J
'!iew
posit:.ive Side.

phil osophical criticism
of philosophical
crit.icism which encompasses:

face
di sciplines?
f ace with other
o ther disciplines?

a) a cornmittment to philosophy's

function
runction as "a weapon of criticism in an attempt to raise consciousness--a

Tayl or (1978) raises similar questions and argues
a r gues tha
thatt the concept
conc ept of
'art
' arc'' is de trimental
t r i mental ttoo the furtherance of an equi t ab
a ble
le society:
Wha t I am suggesting
sugges ting is that
t hat limi
ted areas of tthe
he concept
ual
What
limited
conceptual
sys
tem work adversely against
a gainst people
' s inte
res t..
system
people's
interest

••

consciousness
consciousnes s which will see the need for
fo r and the possibility of a socialist
1981. p. 88);
people
future" (Nielsen.
(Nielsen, 1981,
88 ) j b) addressing actual problems of pe
op le and
not solely problems
belief
impor tance of teachteachpr oblems of philosophers;
philosophers ; c) a be
lief in the importance

It is my contencon ten~o the non-specialist
attemptL~g to gain a systematic view
iDg philosophy to
ing
non- specialist;; d) attempting

tion that the concept
conc ept of art and attendant concep ts
t s work in this
of human reality rather than a piecemeal one; e)
unswerving committment
ccmmittment to
e ) unswarving
l).
'Jay ((pp.l
. ll).

examining the ideological role of philosophy; and f) avoiding the separation
sepa ration
In this paper
pape r I will:
wi ll: a) outline the arguments which
whi ch radical philosophers
bring against
agains t mainstream philosophy; b) delineate their views on the nature
of phil
phi l osophica
osophicall cr
c riticism;
iticism; and c) discuss Taylor'
Taylor ' s application
applicstion of this
view to the concept of art .
ment of their views.

I will attempt ttoo be descriptive in my statestate-

However, to the extent that I employ
emp loy logic or conceptual

analysis, i t should
s hould be understood that I am not,
no t , tthereby,
he r eby , advocating that
should
philosophi these methodological
me thodological approaches are or shou
ld form tthe
he nature of philosophicriticism
ca l cr
iticism..

•
•
•
•
•
•

of political convictions and philosop
philosophical
hical work.

A central point of the rad-

ical philosophers is that philosophy necessarily serves some socia-political
ends and that choosing such ends, rather
r ather than having them dictated by others,
others .
15
central rresponsibility
esponsibility of philosophers.
philoaophers.
i s a central

Their arguments on this issue
;

involve a distinction between 'objectivity'
' objectivity' and 'neutrality'.

As

Nie
Nielsen
lsen

states:
It is objectivity and a rrespect
espect for truth that is important not
neutrality .
neutrality.

We should take to heart
hear t in this context C. Wr ight

}1ill's
}1ill' 5 remarks
remar ks about his own
ot;.T(l study of
o f the Harxists
Narxists!!

•

to be objective, I do not claim to be detached"
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"r have tried
"I

(1981, pp.. 86).

Rather than proceeding with a description of what radical philosopher's
say about the nature of philosophical criticism, I will pro ceed to examine
the instances of this view in the work of Taylor (1978).

definitions of art are influenced by non-art related factors.

He makes an

analogy with the factors that have influenced our taste in and view of bread:
We might compare, here, the ,.;ay
t'iay in which something becomes established

This approach is,

itse l f, a crucial part of the radica
radicall philosopher's view of philosophical

as a work of art, or the way someone becomes established as a great

criticism.

artist, or great critic, with the way in which a commercia!
commercial product

Not only is effort spent discussing the nature of philosophical

criticism suspect, the uncovering of the ideological function of an approach

establishes itself as successful.

and it's growth and change are more likely to ensue from observing the ways

sliced loaf which we all eat would generally be accounted inferior

in which it structures particular issues.

to the cottage industry-type load, which these days is generally not
available.

Taylor
Tay l or is aware that the utility of adding yet another volume to the
writings on art must be examined.

For instance, the pre-packed,

The modern loaf has replaced the apparently more desired,

older loaf, not on the basis of its acknowledged superiority as bread,

Given his claim that "art and philosophy

are enemies of the people" (1978, p. 2),
2). one might indeed challenge his grounds

but as the result of various other social factors.
factors, including highly

for writing a book which focuses on these subjects.

competitive pricing, superior distribution services, the thinness of

Taylor's justification

slices and the economy therein, the addition of preservatives to

is that he wishes to "arm the masses!!
masses" against art and philosophy:

avoid staleness, etc .. (1978.
(1978, pp. 31-2).

As things stand, the masses, somewhat shamefacedly, ignore art and
philosophy; I wish to stir up an arrogant awareness or
of and resistance

This analogy echoes Dickie's (1968) institutional view of art and, similarily,

to these activities (1978, p. 2).

leaves the issue of how the concept of art originally came into existence un-

Taylor goes on to ask the reader, whom he hopes is the masses, to make

answered.

allowances for the style and vocabulary which have necessarily been ingrained

art, Taylor stops to make another point.

by his academic background.

aimed at showing the futility of trying to counter an eli test concept of art

He stresses that he will try not to be condescend-

ing or affected in his writing.

However, as I tyil1
will argue later, Taylor's

superficial treatment of the concept of art proves to be _both.

with a concept of revolutionary

Chapter three is intended specifically for
f or those- in-

He invokes a hypothetical which is

or mass art.

His claim is that the concept

art, itself.
itself, is the culprit.

It is the second chapter of Taylor's book which focuses upon examining
the concept of art.

Yet, before proceeding to examining the history of the concept of

Taylor asks the reader to imagine a future group attempting to discover

,f

why the twentieth century upper class seemed unable to grasp the concept of

teres ted in how his view fits with Marxist views of art and chapter four

art.

is limited to examining art and jazz.

the upper class was prevented from understanding the true definition of art.

Taylor begins chapter two, "Correcting

Mistaken Ideas About Art and Culture", by stressing that our tastes in and

This group might propose that, because of certain class experiences,

(The reverse arguement is, or course, often used to 'explain'
' explain' difficulties
which the lower class qave in understanding art).
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At this point, Taylor

remarks that, although
a l though thi
thiss hypothetical does br
bring
i ng Out the social
soc i al influences
promotes
c ultures
on the concept
concep t of art , it also pr
omotes the mistaken view that all cul
tures
will
wi
ll arrive
a rrive at Some definition of art.
~

Th e un der 1 y~ng
. g assumption is that
y ~n

art picks out some as
aspect
pect of human activity which all cultures would delineate
del i neate .
Taylor
Tayl or rejects this view and argues that art
a rt is a historical concept
concep t which
has certain
ce rta in socia
socio-economic
- economic functions but which doe
doess not re
refer
fe r ttoo some essential
human activity.

He criticizes }~rx and his followers
fo llowers for not
no t recognizin
reco gn izingg this

brie f aanalysis,
conceptt
From this
t his brief
nalysis, Taylor claims that, with rrespect
espect to the concep
of
arc, tthere
he r e is a histo
historical
ric al di\'
divide
i de around tthe
he seven
seventeenth
teenth century.
o f art,

He

suggests that this divide can be explained in terms of the growing dominance
of the bour
bourgeoise
geoise and tthe
he concommitant rise of scier-ce.

Taylor's
Taylor ' s chesis
thesis is

that
t hat art was a form of life cir
circumscribed
cumscribed by the aristocracy in order
o r der ttoo
maintain their separa
separation
tion from and superiority
s uperiority over the emerging bourgeoise

po intt and for trea
poin
treatting
ing art different
differen tly
l y than they treat concepts
conce pts such as re-

who had tr
ansforme d tthose
hose activities
led 'scientific'.
transformed
acr.ivities now 12be
labeled

lliiggii on , the Sta t e and Law:
Law :

the use of the concept of art, tthe
he

aristoc~acy

Through

elevated certai
n activi
ties
certain
activities

understand
story
To under
stand the Stat~, for ~~rx, one has to follow the st
ory of

of the old
ol d form of life
l ife which had not yet been transformed by the bourgeoise.

its
i ts development.

tivities 'were
-were put forth as communicative ' of truer.
Furthermore, these ac
activities
tru e-i". by
by

turn
Marx's
When we tu
rn to Marx
' s treatment of art the

historical
method,
his
to r ical met
hod, he uses e lsewhere, disappears.
L

some fundamental human dimension.

i. s, f or
U"larx,
....•' rt 1.5,
o r .'Olarx,

which was ceant
cosmo logical and social o rrder.
der .
meant the reinforcing of the old cosmological

....

Thi 5 comrn
a rt, as somecomm ii ttment to art,

The bourgeoise
developing
evoki~g pleas
pleas-ping a view of art
art: as
a s evoking
bour geois e reacted to this by develo

thing basic and univer
universal,
sal, leads Marx to positions at odds with tthe
he

ure and as a matter of taste .

Hewever,
HOwever, as they rose to power, this va
vague
gue

fac ts (1978,
(1978 , p.35).
p . 35).

and rather democratic ,view
r ies of art which ·Nould
.. iew of art gave way to theo
theories
....ould

Taylor's
Tay l or 's account of the 'facts'
' facts ' which counter
coun t er the universality of art arc,

maintain their own class position.

by his own admittance, sparse.

theor
theories
i es as attempts to rationalize the bourgeoise's changing need
needss for

Taylor begins his histor
i cal analysis by citing
c iting Kristeller
Kr i steller (1951;
( 195 1; 1952)
historical
in support of the view tthat
ha t "it is onl y in the seventeenth and eighteenth

Taylor
aesthetic
Taylo r views all
al l subsequent aesthet
ic

the category of art.
Although Taylor's interpretation of the deve
development
l opment of the conc
concept
ept of

centurieS
centu ries th2t
th~t the modern system of the
t he arts eme
emerges"
rges" (Taylor,
(Taylo r, 1978,
1978 , p.39).
p . 39) .

art may be useful for sensitizing us to the function
f unction of aesthetic
aesthet ic theories,
the ori e s,

Taylor recognizes that making this claim sole
solely
l y on the basis of Kristeller's
Kris te ller ' s

the basis for his interpretations are not adequately supported
supported..

history
whatt people say about a particular
his
t ory of ideas is pproble~at1c
roble~at ic in that wha

interpretations on the basis of a few re
ferences to Hauser (1962) with no
references

time period may be a variance with what actually happened.

other supporting
supp orti ng inf
information.
ormation.

He cites as crossc r oss-

He makes
~akes his

Ris
His two 'anthropological' examples do not
no t alter

checks archeo
archeological
l ogi caL. support
suPPOrt for the absence of art galleries and educational

this situation.

institutions which separated the arts and sciences as we know them.

view of art as museum contemplation. however,
however , cultural
cu ltural activi
activity
t y which con-

Unfo
Unforr-

They do suggest that other cultures may not subscribe to the

tunately, this
t hi s is the extent of his crosscross-checking
checking and he does not cite

forms ttoo other definitions
de finitions of art are
a r e unaccounted for.

sources for those cross-checks
cr oss-che cks which he does include.

give an indepth histort
histor. cal account of the 'lariety
',ariety of views of art which have
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Taylor's
Taylor 's failure ttoo

been advanced leaves the reader without the needed
ne ed ed 'Neapons'
'weapons' t o counter
co unter

71

those who wish to continue claiming art as a universal
universal human need .

Given

that Taylor
dequately prove that tthe
he concept of art is a category
Tay l or could aadequately
How,
doess Taylor's work
teria
ou tlined by
How. then,
then , doe
wo r k measure up to the cri
criter
i a outlined

with doe
doess not access any human need but
bu t is sole l y used for perpetuating
.
perpetuat~n g class

Nielsen
~ielsen

distinctions and forms of llife
st~~ ll left wi th the possibility that
i fe , we are still

Clearly Taylor
see~s committed to
Taylor seems
to

examining actual problems of people
peop le and to raiSing
r a iSin g consciousness.
consciousne ss .

activities which have mistakenly been grouped
desiggr ouped under this concept may designate certain
cer tain human essentials
essentials..

and othe
otherr radical philosophe
philosopherr's
's ?

However,

his understanding of these actual problems appears to need revision.

For example,
exampl e, we might
migh t admit that the pro-

Xore
More

importantly.
importantly, Taylor has wandered from a numbe
numberr of the committments t-lhich
which the

duction of visual symbols which communicated feelings
fee lings should not be classi-

For example, he does not provide a sys
tematic
systemat
ic

Hed
tied as ' art ' and, yet , argue that this activity is an essential part of hu-

radical philosopher's
philosopher 1 s stress.

man culture
cu lture .

view which
view
~hich places the history of the
t he concept of art
a rt

~thin
~ithin

a system of other

conceptual development no
norr does he adequately rely upon
information
u pon inf
ormation from

thiss point,
l y that,
be true , he
At thi
point. Taylor might
mi ght rep
reply
t hat, although this may he
is
Concerned with
i s solely concerned
wi th pointing out the function of the concept
conc ep t of art .

history,
anth~opology,
history. sociology, anthropolo
gy. psychology.
psychology, and so forth.

Yet, by ignoring the particulars
partic ulars of the experiences detrimentaly
de trimen t aly labeled as

does not address
a ddress or acknowledge
ac kno~led g e the kind of society which he is committed to

' art'
ar t ' , we run
r un th e danger a f throwing the
t he ba by out with the bath water.

bringing about .

FurFur-

In addition
additi on,, he

Perhaps this concentration
tique rather than developc oncentration on cri
critique
devel op-

thermore, a failure
ts a can
f ailur e t o cover this mate rial reflec
reflects
con d escending attitude

oent
of human
ment is at the rroot
oo t of his failure
failu re to
t o address potential issues of

towards the masses.
ma sses.

need which may have arisen out of the.
'art 1 •
the, admittedly detrimental, focus on 'art'.

Not only is Taylor condescending in his assumption

In sum, Taylor's
Taylor 1 s work does not live up to the standards proposed by the

that the
t he scanty historical
histo rical information
inf ormation which he provides will
wi ll suffice
suffi ce to conconvince the
t he mass
masses
ter pret ation, he is a ls o condescending
cond escending in his assumpassumpes of his in
inte~p~etation,

radica l philosopher's.
radical

t ion tthat
t he masses ha"Je
ha'le accepted the "concept
tion
ha t the
~ onc ept of a rt solely because
be cause they are
ar e

ye t ttoo explore.
which art educators have yet

intimidated by it.

Ye t, it is a step in that direction-direction--aa direction
Yet,

much
more complicated
I suspect that the process is m
uch more
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THE HUMANISM OF HERBERT READl

competent.
competent, meaningful.
meaningful, and ethical existence, as well as a firm
firo belief

Charles G. Wieder

in human volition and selfdetarmination.
self-determination.

And by the term individualist.
individualist,

Appalachian State University
reference is to Read I s appreciation of personal and cultural di'Jersity
di'/ersicy

coupled with a commitment to self-ownership and selfexpression.
self-expression.

As readers of the Social Theory Caucus Bulletin, you are probably,

~~at
I~at

of this view of humanism being attributed to Read?

Is it one

by and large, more familiar with Herbert Read
Read's
' s views on art
a rt education

that is co~only held.
n among selfproclaimed humanists?
held, eve
even
self-proclaimed

than others in our field.

that mose
hose associating themselves with the Social Theory Caucus
most of tthose

generall y
One would expect that you are also generally

I dare say

more sympathetic with his theoretical orientation
orien tation as well as more
mo~e aware

would not describe their ideological
i deological affiliations in Quite
quite this way
way..

curt'ent educational concerns.
concerns .
of the relevance of his work to current

ably, most would prefer ttoo describe themselves as more or less liberal-

This essay

Prob-

bas is of Read's moral ideas, and their impliwill focus on the historical basis

minded politically and philosophically
philosophically..

or the work that llies
ies ahead for this gr
group
s ocially concerned
cations ffor
oup of socially

fully be asking if individualism is at the core of true humanism.

educators..
art educators
•
To all those who have followed the establishment of the Social Theo
ry
Theory

it be that Sir Herbert was mistaken?

Caucus . it is safe to say that the group is founded upon humanist valCaucus,

was recently raised Quite
quite succinctly by the British bUu~nist
hUu~nist philosopher
tJas

ues
ues..

~nthony Flew in a ~eview
Fnthony
review of Henri Lapage's Tomorrow, Capitalism.

As the title of this essay implies, Read's work is thought to rep-

resent a distinct form of humanism.

It
I t is this alternative conception of

Hence.
Hence, some readers may now rightrightCould

Am 17

This very question of the relationship of humanism and indivi
dualism
individualism

Inquiry, Sp.,
Sp . , 1983)

(Free

"(are)) liberal,
"Most American humanists," Fle~N
Fle~" writes
wriC:es "(are
libet'sl,

humanism
t o establish in the hope of indicating its
hu~anism that I will endeavor to

itish humanists are ...
socialist (5 ) ."
just as mos t Br
British
.. . socialist(s)."

per
tinence to current social issues bearing upon art education.
pertinence

vidualist~as to him unheard of at
vidualist - humanist.
humanist, also committed to capitalism, was

In so

The idea of an indiindi -

doing I hope to support the contention that the commonly held view of what

the very lea
st .
least.

it is to be a liberal humanist is tragically flawed.

anism had come to be refined, and by his own admission he was let to rere-

Far more radical
radica l than Lowenfeld,
Lowenfe l d, his contemporary. Read was an ununcompromising individualist and romantic.

Yet,
Yet , for all his romanticism, he

was nonetheless rational; and for all his individua l ism he was no less
compassionate.

Since ttoo some this composit of traits may seem paradoxi
paradoxi--

cal, explanation is in order.

In referring to Read as a romantic I do

not mean merely that
tha t he subscribed to philosophical idealism, but more

As a result of his t'eading
reading of Lapage, though, Flew's
Flew ' s humhum-

consider wha t it is that humanism stands for.
considet'

you to challenge
chal lenge conventional
convent i onal orthodoxy and ask if coday's
today's brand of socialistsocialisttake..
liberalism is the best or the only form that humanism should take
~~nifesto I in 1933,
1933. Humanist ManiDespite the appearance of Humanist }~nifesto

(Kurtz),
anfest II in 1973. and A Secular Humanist Declaration in 1980 (Kurtz
), answers ttoo the questions posed above are far from decided.

essen
tially that he held the deepest confidence in the human potential fOT
essentially
for
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Likewise, I will be urging
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In fact,
fact. the

eigh t "leaders of (humanist)
(hmnanist)
Kurtz statement? though endorsed bbyy fifty - eight

their power to define
de f ine l ee
e t alone to ca ll
l l to action.

thoughtt,"
," has come under more heavy fi re ffrom
though
r om proponents than detractors
detrac Co't's .
At the last count, there were those individuals brazen enough to admit

humanism
wit h the
In all of this--the novelty of the idea of humani
sm ccombined
omb ined with
innter uncertainty of its meaning--it 1s
is not at all difficul
difficultt to lose sight of

t o be
ing secular hhumanists,
umanists, as well as those calling
cal ling themse lves rati onal
being

t he shared concerns and insights
ins i gh ts that
t hat gave rise to humanist philosophy
ph i losophy and
a nd

humanists, in addition ttoo eethical
thical humanists, social
social democrats,
democrats , and free
f r ee--

lifeblood .
are its lifeblood.

As a consequence, it has been difficult to keep in

thinkers, among other brands proclaiming their allegiance
allegiancess to more or
sharp focus the tradition of humanism embraced by Read.
Read .
l e ss the same cause
c ause (Lamont, 1977, pp. 19- 29).
less

Tragically. this

Even within the ranks of
conception is fading from sight no t because it ha
obso l ete, but
hass grown obsolete,

these various and often diver
se factions
fa ctions there appears to be more than
diverse
rather due more to :he
~he truly radical departure of this view of mankind from
occasional dissonance.

Yet,
Yet. odd as it may sound to the uninitiated.
uninit iat ed, there
mainstream ideology.

Having barely surfaced in a handful of preindustrial

is surprising acceptance
accep tance of this devisive state of affairs,
affairs. an underst
understandandcivilizations,
civilizations. this revolutionary, if formative,
formative. conception of human mor
mor-ing tha
thatt comes from the re
recognition
cognition of the value that humanism places on
ality tilts headlong against established be
belief
lie f and institutional
insti tutional authority.
author ity.
independence of thought, critical
c ritic al jjudgment,
ud gment, open discussion
dis cuss i on , and diversity
divers ity
Though there have been historical
his tori cal forerunners
fo r erunners of humanism, the theory has
of opinion.

Still ., even with this agreement
a greement to disagree and to work toward
t oward
never been systematically and comprehensively foroulated.
foroulated .

~~d .,

fOr reasons
for

mutual
ucual goals amids
amidstt the disarray
disarray,. let me hasten t o add chat
that there appears
ap pear s
that
from
simp l e notion
tha t have been indicated. the fact
fa ct that this far fr
om simple
no tion has
fa r more tthan
han necessary amounts of counte
counterproduct
rproduct ive consternation
ttoo be far
has little historical precedence explains its l ack of popular appeal.
wi
within
th in the ranks.

One's broa
broadmindedness-dmindedness--aass well as one'
one ' s commitment-Hence, it becomes all tthe
he more important that tthe
he time to carefully and

is indeed
i ndeed tested by keeping company with both B. F. Skinner and Abraham
Maslow:

patiently explain what it is that we are about.

the 1d
go seem mo
r e compatible
compat i ble bedfe
llows tthan
han the noid and the eego
more
bedfellows

sophical renaissance, this effo
effort
rt is necessary ttoo stem the tides
tidss of tradition

tions of behavi
behaviorism
or ism and self- actualiza
actua lization.
tion.

i deas that do not blend well into the uniformly
which tend to dull the edges of ideas

To keep from
f rom suffering utter despair, a historical perspective is
advised.

Studying the course of civilization one finds that humanism, as

familiar landscape of certified slogans and 1.!noffensive
l!noffensive nonsense.
JuS
J ustt what
yhat were
wers the intellectual forebears
fo rebears of the brand of classical

an idea
i dea of a way of life, offered not only a novel conception
concept i on of mankind
but also one which is still very much in the process of defining it self .

If
I f not ushering forth
fo rth a philophilo-

2

To further
fu rther complicate matter
matters,
s, schools of thought commonly associated' wi.th
the humanist social-pol
social-po l it ical frame of mind,
mind , such as l iberal
i beral ism, have
come to represent such diverse outlooks that these terms have lost much of

liberalism that Read stood for?

Historically--and this is recent history--

classical liberalism was grounded on the following
folloYing currents of post
post-renais
-renaissance enlightenment thought:

a) freethought--the
freethough t--the ideal of human independence,

independent judgment, and free-yill
free-will (which view had come to
t o be associated

•
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their

po~er

to
t o define let alone to call to action
action..

onal emotivism)
emotivism);; b) philosophic and
with romanticism and later with irrati
irrational

In all
al l of this--the novelty of the idea of humanism combined with the
uncertainty
inner unce
r tainty of its meaning--it is not all difficult to l ose sight of
to
the shared concerns and insights that gave rise to
blood .
are its life
lifeblood.

hlli~anist

philosophy and

As a consequence, it has been difficult to keep in

sharp focus the tradition
trad ition of humanism embraced by Read.
Read .

Tragically
Tragically,. this

conception is fading from sight not because it has grown obsolete , but
rather due more to the truly radical departure of this view
vie~ of mankind from
mainstream ideology.

Having barely surfaced in a handful of preindustrial

civilizations, this revolutionary, if formative,
formative. conception
conc eption of human morality tilts headlong against established belief and institutional authority.
Thou gh there have been historical forerunners
Though
fore runners of humanism,
humanism. the theory has
never been systematica
sYStemat i ca lly and comprehensive
comprehens ive l y formulated.

And, fer reasons

scientific rationalism--belief in
i~ the efficacy of reason and the
t he correspondcorrespondreli gious superna
supe rna t ur
alism; c)
c)
ing opposition to religious
uralism;

indivi d~alism--the vie~
individ~a1ism--the

that
individuals
c haracters, that, barring cotha t indivi
duals are
a re t he makers of their own characters,
erc
i on, nobody owns
ow~s other persons o r r
ightfu lly forms their
t heir be lie fs withercion,
rightfully
out
t heir compliance (not the state, nor gods, nor even dissertati
disser t ation
Out their
on committees) ; and d) the idea of a free, open society respecting voluntary
mittees);
associations between individuals, a spontaneous
spon taneous social order spawn from
natural law (which was the original
n3tural
origina l meaning of anarchism).
anarchism) .
Standing firmly against this bold, new, defiant.
defiant, affirmative conce?tion
ce~tion of human nature were--and are--intolerance,
are--intolerance. entrenched cogmatism,
cog~atism,
And yet ., far more lethal for the emergence of
~f clas-

and political tyranny.

sical liberalism
l iberalism were its self-inflicted,
r nal wounds:
~ounds:
self-inflicted. inte
internal

a) rationalit
rationality,
y.

that have been indicated, the fact that this far from simple notion has
narro~inded sciantism
scientism,, took the form of positivism, and 1asubverted by narrowminded

had little historical precedence explains its lack of popular
appea l..
popu l ar appeal
ter still narrower forms of linguistic philosophy,
philosophy , which shyed away from
Hence, it becomes all
themore important that, as we make our stands,
s t ands , those
allthemore
t~ose
all but the most esoteric matters;3 b) scientific problems and methods
of uS
uS of humanist persuasion take the time to carefully and patiently exaccordingly
acco rdingly became more narrowly confined and reductionistic (e . gg..•, behaviorbehavio rplain what it is that we are about .

If not ushering forth a philosophical
ism) and their applicati
application
on less and less relevant to human conditionsj
conditions; c)

renaissance, this effort is necessary to stem the tides of tradition which
romanticism
's association with
~ith quixotic impracticality undermined
romanticism's
underoined its apap tend to dull the edges of ideas that do not blend well into the uniformly
peal as a virtue; and d) the association of individualism with lack of comfamiliar landscape of certified
ce rt ified slogans and unoffensive nonsense.
passion for one's brethren likewise tended to discredit its moral worth.
Just what were the intellectual forebears of the brand of class
classical
i cal
The consequence of this internal sabotage was a shift in the meaning
li
liberalism
beralism that Read stood for?

Historically--and
Historically-and this is recent history-of
o f humanism toward coday's
today's liberallibe ral -collectivism,
collectivism, as noted earlier in the

classical liberalism was grounded on the fol
fo llowing
l owing curren
cur ren ts
t s of post-rena
post-renaisisFlaw quotation.
Flew
sance enligh tenment
t enment thought!
th ought:

To revive the humanist sense of purpose that so moved

a) freethought--the ideal
ide a l of human independence,
Herbert Read I rec ommend to you a careful rereading
rereadin g of Read and those

judgment,, and free -will (which view had come to be associated
associa ted
independent judgment
thinkers upon whose shoulders he so proudly stood .

•
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